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1.-Home-Made Sharpening St rop. Flg. 1A.-End View of Sharpening St rop, showing Construction. Fig. 2.-Lift in Heel with Wor n Par t(") cut
away. Fig. 3.- Shoe a s it appears after r emoval of Old Sole and grooved a t A for Junction of New Sole. Fig. 4.- Sboe with New Sole fitted on,
overlapping Groove at A. Fig. 5.-Shoe with New Sole well fitted into Groove a.t A. Fig. 6.- Sh oe, showing Solid Junction between Old and New
Soles at A before Rivetin g. Fig. 7. - Mode of Pricking Sole for Insertion of Rivets. Fig. 8.-Position of Shoe for paning down Sole, as sh own fr om
A to B. Fig. 9.- Enlarged Sketch to sh ow how pa.ntn g is done. Fig. 10.- Top Piece on HeeL

not touch t heir own particular t rade farther
t han suggesting an idea or t wo, a nd thereBY WILLIAM GREENFIELD.
fore (although very edifying) they get but
the theory, as the:y cannot experiment upon
SOLING AND HEEL I NG.
them, for want of spare ca5h as means to
lNTROD UCTION-COM PARATlV t;; COST OF L EATHER- provide t hemselves with tools, materials,
GRLNOElW, ETC. - THE S HARPENING STROPetc. But t his can form no excuse for not
TnEAT&IENT 01<' L•~ATHKR- P REPARING THB
putting t hese articles on Boot and Shoe
BOOTS- SOLING- H EELL.'fG- P RICE LISl' OF
Repairino- into pract ice, fo~· there are not
TooLs, l!.'TC.
many too1s needed to start with, and leather
IN brin~ing these and the following articles can be bought in small quantities, and all
under U1e notice of the readers of WORK, I the necessary grindery (nvets, brads, pegs,
do not think I am far wrong when I say wax:, hem:p, paste, etc., etc.) can be bought,
there a re a great many skilled workmen, of not only m small quantities, but at a very
yarious trades, who read the many very low rate ; a nd last, but certainly not least,
mteresting articles that a re given us f>imply that which you are about to pr0duce is a
to gain an universal knowledge, as they do very great necessity, and if you do not do it
BOOT AND SHOE REPAI R I NG.

yourself, you must pay to have it done; for
boots and shoes are not only a luxury, but
a necessity. Therefore, if a man makes this
t rade a study as an amateur, he at once
increa>Ses h is income-at least, equivalent to
it ; for shoe leather is lik e rent--t o keep
yourself dry and free from exposure. It is
a continual outlay, and thns makes a diminution in your wages, which is often keenly
felt if you have a familr.
Now, this ex1)ensecan be obviated by a ny
man of ordinary ability, and he can save
himself a considerable item of enforced
expense.
For, in the fin,t place. suppose your
boots want soling and heeling, the cheap<'st
you can get them done . for is 2>S. vd.,

I
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gentlemen's ; n.n1l then they are done in a
very inferior manner, and foreign leather
nearly nhvnys usacl-not but what there are
good tannages and parts in foreign stuff.
Hut this class of repairer only uses what
at·e called first-cuts (the neck end of the
uutt), which is the lightest leather, both
in substance and weight, and consequently
t he cheapest. 'Vell, a pair of soles of this
kind only cost about -!cL or 5d., the toppieces (heel-pieces) l~·d. or 2d. ; so really
the leather docs not cost more than 7d. at
the outside ; so if they do not last long in
wear, it is not to be wondered at. Besides,
they are often put on so bu.dly, and with
such long rivets, that you cannot get the
sole otf again without pulling them all to
pieces. But if yon do them yourself, and
take pains with them, you are sure to get
·, enough wear out of them to well recompense
you for the time and money you have spent
upon them.
~ow, if you are going t o sole and heel a
pair of boots, a pair of soles of En15lish
tannage will cost from 9d., and top-p1eces
from 3d. ; iron rivets, ~ lb., Hd. (you can
buy a halfpennyworth) : i in. is a very useful
size ; sand-paper, 1 sheet, size lt, cost td.,
and ink, ~d. 'f hen you have about ls. 4d.
left towards tools, and a better sole you
would not have got, at a good many shops,
h ad you paid 3s. Gd.
Most important in tools, and most needed,
are an iron foot, a hammer, knife, nippers,
ghtzi?ft iron, and rasp (a price list of which
I will give later on). This stipulation of
tools is, of course, not sufficient to turn
work out properly. But my aim is to say
the [least quantity possible, so that the first
four or five jobs shall cost no more than if
y ou had taken them to an ordinary repairer
to have them done. Perhaps it is well to
mention here that heeling, underlaying
(that is, pieces under the soles), is better to
start upon than soling and heeling throughout; as by this means you will gradually
get the use of the tools, and your hand in
for harder tasks.
Say, ·for insta.nce, your boot.s want the
heels set up on one side only, and the soles
want a piece under the side, or toe-piece.
'!'h is is often the case, and you can do a job
like this with very few tools. But, of course,
always buy a tool if you want it, and can
a fford it; and always try and do the work
as well as you can, for it is work that, if you
do take pains with, you will soon see you
are making progress. As it is work that
has come under every man's notice (when he
has had to pay for it), he has some idea how
it should look when finished.
One indispensable tool is a sharpening
stro;p. You can buy one, which is generally
a p1ece of square wood, solid, about 16 in.
long, shaped at one end for about 4 in. to
form the handle, or you can make one out
of any piece of wood yourself. But while
you are about it, you may as well make a
good and useful one, in this way. rrake
four pieces of wood, -:} in. thick, 12 in. long,
a.ncl about 1~ in. wide: place them together
in a square, as A, A, A, A, Fig. lA, and screw
them together as B, n, B, n, Fig. L\.. Then
cut a Sf\Uare piece, as c, aud fix it in with
t wo French nails at each side, as D, D, Fig.
lA. Then h ave a square piece, the same
substance, about 6 in. long, and shape it for
the handle, as A, Fig. 1, leaving about 2 in.
square, to form a stopper for the square
ca:;e, which you will always find very handy
t o keep your spare awls in, and also broken
awls, the use of which I will explain later
on. It is also very good to keep your sharp
knife in, for if left with other tools, it gets
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blunt, and when you pick one tool up, you
are apt to cut your hand if the knife is close
to it.
When you have got it completed, as Fig.
1, paste a piece of leather on one side, and
on the other three sides paste emery-cloth
siz~s It, 1, and FF. For a fine edge to th~
kmfe use the FF, and dip the blade of the
knife in water, and finish on the leather
side. In sharpening a knife, always hold
the blade quite fiat on the sharpener, or you
will get a round edge to it, and make it
very hard to use.
Now, paste is very often wanted. You
can get a halfpennyworth at any grinclery
shop. But then some of it is sure to be
wasted, as it so soon gets dry. So the best way
is to get a little rye-flour-a table-spoonful
put into a jar, with a little boiling water on
1t, and well stirred, is economical, and you
can always have paste in a few minutes.
Well, now you have leather and tools,
we will start work. The chair you sit on
wants to be cut down, if an ordinary chair,
to about 14 in. ; or anything t hat height
will do. Your tools, for the time, can be
put on the floor, or on the box you keep
them in (later on I will describe the way
to make a shoemaker's bench). But bow
we will sole and heel a pair of boots. We
will suppose them to be riveted or machinesewn, and the new soles to be riveted on;
or, if hand-sewn, they must be clumpeifia,
new sole on top of the old one), though I
hope you will soon be able to sew a pair of
soles on, and theu they need not be clumped.
Then, first of all, dip the boots into water
-the soles and heel~ only-and hold them
in for a few minutes ; then let them get dry
a little, so as to let them be just mellow.
The leather must be put in water, and let
get thoroughly wet through : take it out,
and let it get nearly dry- not by the fire, if
you can help it. If you do, do not put it
close. Then rasp off all flesh (a rough
flaky stuff on the back) ; then put the lap
iron (a laundress's iron with the handle off)
on your thighs, just above your knees, put
the leather on it, grain side down, and
hammer it well out even and gently, commencing from the centre. This makes ·the
fibrous tissues more dense, and makes it
more resistive of wear, and also more impervious to dampness and water in wear.
But while your leather dries, take off the
old top-pieces that are worn, and if the lifts
are worn, cut or saw them through the
centre, and take away that portion that is
worn (as a, Fi~. 2). This can then be replaced by a p1ece of new leather, which
need not be of the best quality. There are
other forms of building up heels, which I
will explain as we make progress.
Now take off the old sole. This should
be cut off to within about 1 in. from where
the new sole is coming down to. You can
then mark it off at the exact distance or length
that you are going to have the sole, and then
start to skive it off from this mark in a
tapered form to where you have cut it off.
Then take your knife, and from the line
scoop it out evenly, until you get about onethird of the way through (a~ A, in Fig. 3).
Then tap it down lightly, right across where
you have hollowed it out; this should be
done with the pane end of the hammer.
This hardens it to receive the pegs or
rivets, and gives an extra drop to receive
the new sole without weakerung the old
leather. Where the sole is going to be
spliced to this part of the waist of the boot
it must be skived, but not too thin, and
this is best on the fie.sh side for light work,
and on the grain side for heavier work.
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Then slightly paste the groove in th<Yold
leather, and the new sole also, where it ha..tt
been skived; this tends to make the graft.
nice and firm when finished.
It is well to mention here, perhaps, that.
it is all important to properly work the
leather before using-that is, wetting, fleshing, drying, and hammering, as explained
above.
Then place the boot or shoe on an iron
foot. Tlie sole should be put on (the ski vetl
end) to overlap the groove about' l in (as A,
_in Fig. 4), which, when riveted, should be
well into the groove (as shown at A, Fig. 5).
If the graft is well done, it will have the
end of the new sole sticking up above the
old leather. This must be pared off neatly
with the waist, then paned and rasped off ;
and if these details are carried out, you will
not only have a neat, but a permanently·
solid seam (as A, .F ig. 6).
Now, before putting the rivets in, pare u r>
the sole, but not too close-leave a small
margin all round. About ·} in. from the
edge, draw a line all round with a pair
of compasses ; if you have not a pair,.
hold a pencil between the thumb and
finger, placing the second fin~er against the
edge of the sole, which will answer the
purpose. Then with an awl prick all
round the sole, on the line, small holes to
receive the rivets. The best way is to put
them close where the most wear comesthat is, generally, at · the toe and outside
joint. Where it is best to use iron, anc~
elsewhere brass, rivets, Fig. 7 shows aboui
the form in which they should be put in.
Then, again, trim up the edge with the
knife, being very careful not to cut the toJJS ;
. then damp theedge,and pane it all round with
the pane end of the hammer. This shoulcl
be done with the shoe on the knees, with
the heel towards you and the edge of the
sole upwards, as shown in Fig. 8, and paned
as shown at A n, same figure, commencmg at
.A, and going right round the sole. This.
paning process is important, as it hardensthe edge, tends to make it hollow, and
prepares it to receive the next tool, which
1s the rasp. Fig. 9 shows the toe end of a
shoe, and shows how this paning should be
done to pane the new and old leather
together, and keep the edge hollow (as at
A, Fig. 9). Then let it dry, while you proceed with the rest. If you have had to
repair the lifts (which you ought not to do,
for when you repair your own boots, never
let the h eels go more than just throuO'h the
top-piece: then you keep the heels in shape),
in putting the p1eces on, do not let the nails
be too near the edge, or, when you put on
the top-piece, one set of nails will come in.
contact with the otherh and produce very
unpleasant results. W en you build the
heel up, ready for the top-piece, it is well to
make that side where the most wear is j11st a
little higher-it tends to make you ~eat·
more even. Then tack your top-piece on,
putting a nail at A and one at B (Fig. 10),
and round it up with the knife, leaving a.
little on all round, more particularly the
part that is to receive the most nails, as
shown by the dotted line, Fig. 10. Th~
rivets should then be put in, as c, c, but
first mark it round and hole it, as you did
for the soles, then pare and pane, as described
above ; then the edges of t he soles and heels
should be rasped, ~h~n buffed with 3: buffknife (or scraper, as 1t 1s also called). Thts tool
can be made with about 3 in. of old stay bu:sk ;
the way to make and sharpen it. 1s very
well described in WoRK, No. 24, Vol I., pages
372 a.nd 373, in an article on the Scraper,
by A Cabinet-Maker. Such a tool can be
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bought, but it is seldom ready for use, so
you might as well make one right out ; a
piece of glass, fresh broken, Will suffice.
'£hen sand-paper the edges with a piece of
l k sand-paper. Then the tops of the sole
and heel can be :filed with the file side of
the rasp, to make the heads of the rivets
smooth and even with the sole ; then buff
off the grain of the leather with the scraper,
and sand-paper it all over. This. is called a
rough bottom, and all that is needed for
own work. Now you can rub just a little
paste on t he edges with a piece of rag, and
IDk the edges and the waist (American ink
is best). This you let get jnst dry, then
iron them up with the glazing-iron. 'l'he
iron must not be very hot ; its proper heat
can be told in this way-that i~ if it is put
into water, by it only being not enough
for it to j ust cause a frizzle. A forepart
iron should be used for the soles, but the
glazer will do for the trial. This ironing
process gives a nice gloss, which is increased
and made more permanent by ironing a
second time, at the same time ironing on a
thin coat of heel-ball, which can be rubbed
off smooth with a piece of old cloth, which
will leave a brilliant polish.
But before I leave this, our first job of
soling and heeling, I must tell you I always
want you to bear in mind the following :
that you can fini sh any job in repairing
much better if you have a last inside; and
that paning-, rasping, buffing-in fact, all
finishmg-should be commenced from A for
the soles (Fig. 8), and from B (Fig. 6) .for
the heels, the only exception being in using
the knife, the action of which is just the
reverse in both cases ; that you should get
as many tools as you can, but not till you
want them, and always use them for their
pwper purposes ; and last, that I shall
always try and be as explicit as possible
in describing the t erms, tools, and means,
so as not to lead the student into any
mystery that will cause him to lose his
patience.
I may briefly state that an iron foot may
be bought at ltd. per lb., and a handle for
5d.; or a Paragon foot (Blakey's) may be
purchased for ls. A shoemaker's knife
cost~ 2!_d. ; a hammer, 6d. ; nippers, 5! d. ;
glazmg-1ron, 6d. ; and a forepart iron, 8d.
These may. be obtained at any grindery
shop ; but. ~f any reader is unable to find,
or pay a VlSlt to, any such shop, he may get
the tools named, and any others commonly
used in the trade, at Penton's, 1 and 3
Mortimer Street, London, W.
'
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TRAOERS-SCRAPERS AND ENGRAVERS-POINTERS
AND GRAVERS-SNAKE-STONE-PUMIOE-STONE
-TRACING P APE RS- DIAPliANIE- KEY-STONE
-How TO UsE T.HE PEN-GELATINE - RED
TRANSFER PAPER - N ITRIO ACID - E'l'OliiNG
-0UM FOR PREPARING ACID- AOETIO Aom

-BENZOLINE.

: T.RACERs are best made of small round
rneces of steel, about as thick as the lead
1 of
an ordinary pencil, and about 1! in. in
r length, fixed in a wooden holder and
pointed j ust sharp enough not to ~cratch
or tear the tracing. A hard lead pencil
rn~y be sometimes used, but the point wears
' thwk and does not make such a clean line.
i ~crape.r!'! and engravers are steel knives
J t~tck m the centre, bevelled off on either
• s1de, and ma.de very sharp at the edges.
. They are of variom~ sizes, and used for
I

-·--

cutting lines on the stone, or making corrections, etc. A sharp penknife is sometimes useful if handled w1th discretion.
Pointers and gravers are round or square
pieces of steel, fixed in wood like a lead
pencil, and sharpened to a very fine point
or a fiat surface. Should the student require
one finer than can be bought, he could take
an ordinary tailor's needle, fix it in a wooden
handle with sealing-wax, and sharpen the
point to the size required. It is well to
have various sizes for different kinds of
work, and a hone or oil-stone should be
kept for the purpose of sharpening penknives, pointers, etc. Of course everyone
will know that this cannot be used without
a little common oil.
A small stick of water of Ayr, or snakestone, should be kept for the pmpose of
repohshing any small portion of the stone
without going to the printer; this must be
used with water, and the stone rint:ed well
a fterwards with a clean sponge and water.
A piece of prepared pumice-stone will
answer the same purpose as snake-stone,
and has the advantage that it need not be
used with water, simply scraping it clean
with a knife ; but it is better to use snakestone when the water would not interfere
with the drawing.
The artist must always bear in mind never
to work on the stone while it is wet, or the
damp surface will cause the water from the
ink to spread, and so destroy its properties.
Should the breath of the artist go on the
stone it would have the same effect; thus
he should protect the drawing by holding
a sheet of paper or a protector before the
mouth if he IS obliged to look very closely
at his work.
Various kinds of tracing papers are used
in lithography ; first the ordinary kind,
which can be drawn on with an H or HH
pencil, ordinary writing, or. lithographic ink,
a good clear pencil line being about the best.
FrenGh vegetal tracing paper is much
clearer than the ordinary kind, but having
a shiny surface will not take the pencil
readily. Lithographic pens and .ordinary
writing ink make very good tracings on this
paper.
'!'hen there is a specially prepared transparent paper called diaphanie used for
tracing drawin~s for colour work, or where
more than one unpression or tracing of the
same sketch is required to be taken.
For instance, a drawing containing half a
dozen different colours would necessitate
half a dozen different stones, therefore six
different tracings would be necessary; but it
being impossible to make so many exactly
similar tracings, the artist makes one on the
above paper in lithographic ink, and then
hands 1t over to the prmter. '!'his tracing
the printer transfers to a stone called the
key-stone, from which he prints as many
different impressions as there are colours in
the drawing-in the above instance sixand transfers them to the different stones,
usin~ red chalk in the place of ink, thus
obtaming six perfectly similar red impressions from the one original.
It is difficult to know where to draw the
line between the artist's and the printer's
work ; but it is absolutely necessary that
the former should know a little of the subsequent treatment his work undergoes after
it leaves his hands, and also that he should
thoroughly understand and appreciate the
different purposes for which any point connected with the drawing is required.
Care must be used in making the above
tracing to do so on the pr~pared side of
the paper ; and this is important, insomuch

that unnecessary delay may be caused hy
carelessness in this respect, in ha ving t lte
entire tracing to redraw. 'l 'he pre}¥tred side
is found by slightly wetting the finger .:wd
thumb, and pressing a corner of the pa per
between t.hem ; then whichever holds most
firmly to the paper will be the right side on
which to make the tracing. As a .r ule, the
maker's name readR correctly on t he wrong
side, but the student will understand that
this should in no instance be depe ndc~l
upon.
The above papers must not be confounclcd
with the prepared papers previously allnc led
to, as they are only suit able for maid n~
tracings on, whereas fi nished drawings ami
writings can be made on the former.
Gelatine is also a very clear substance on
which to make tracings or engravings, hut
more suitable for the g raver than th e pen.
When the tracing is required to be engravecl,
·as in the case of fine work, the line~ should
be cut cleanly out with a fine pointer-not
too deep, but just sufficiently so t o take ~
piece out of the gelatine, which will CYen tually be filled with ink and transferred t o
stone. It would not be of any use merely
to scratch the surface, as it would not then
hold the ink ; and care should be taken to
brush the pieces cut out cleanly away, or
they will smear the lines.
When the pen is used it should be allowed
to glide over the surface, and not dug into
the gelatine. This applies as ".:ell to
diaphanie paper, for if pressed in the sur·
face the pen is likely to take the preparation
or coating off from the paper, and will not
make a clear line, which is so necessary to
produce a good tracing; and whilst on this
subject, the student will do well to remember that a little extra time spent over the
tracing will save him double, nay t reble,
the labour in finding ont the different parts
of the drawing, especially in colour-work
when it comes to be reversed on stone.
Although gelatine is so very d ear, still
t he artist will find that for a ll ordinary '.York
diaphanie- :P.aper will serve his purpose the
best; and 1f gelatine is necessary for some
fine and intricate kinds of work, it may he
more worth his while to draw the t racing
w~th the pen than to spend time practising
w1t.h the graver, though of course it would
be as well that he should know t hi>i, as
well as every branch appertaining to lithographic drawing and engraving. It woultl
be impossible to give details of all the
different branches of lithography, whieh u.t
times apply as much to the artist as the
printer; therefore these subjects in futnre
will only be mentioned so far as they are
necessary for the furtherance of the litlwgraphic student's work, in the reproduction
from an original sketch or design on stone.
Red transfer paper is required for layi ng
down the tracings already made on to the
stone when it is only required to be dr~'t wn
in one colour.
To make this paper, tal\e a sheet of white
tissue paper, and rub powdered red chalk
upon it with the palm of the hand, put,t.i11g
it on with a circular motion, so as not to
make holes in the p.aper, and also laying i L
on as evenly as possible. Red chalk is preferable to black, as the drawing being in the
latter colour, the outline or tracing is more
easily distinguished from it. Sho.nlcl there
be too much chalk on the paper, £lid~ the
back of it with the finger and thumh; t.hiR
will remove the superfluous chalk without
taking more off than is necessary. One
sheet of this paper will last a cousidera l ·le
time, and is preferable to that wl\ich is
bought.
•
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Nitric aeicl is necessary for etching stones,
a.nd slwuhl n.lways be kept in a glasssto) •percd bottle, and marked poison. It
is 1nueh better to buy small quantities at a
time, as it evapora.tcs and loses its strength.
Etc1ting here must not be understood to
mean the same as etching on copper, steel,
et:c., ns it; has quite the opposite effect on
the stone ; and it is really a mistake to so
cn.U it, but as it has become a trade expression it must; be let ~tand.
.After the drawing has been made the
stone is required to be etched, otherwise
suh.iectetl to a wash of nitric acid, diluted
with gum, which eats into the stone everywhere excepting in those parts where the
drawing has protected it. No matter how
iine a line or dot is made with the lithographic ink it will still preserve the stone
from the effects of the acid; thus when
etching on copper is spoken of it is understood that the dra1ving is eaten out of it,
whilst in the above in::;tmlCe the stone is
eaten away in every part; excepting where
the <.lrawiug has been made, which is thus
raised above the levol of the stone to a
degree imperceptible to the eye.
'ro prepare the acid for etching the stone,
place a small quantity of gum arabic (and
please use the be~t) in a glass jar, and pour hot
water over it, letting it dissolve ; this should
be mmle at least a day before it is required
for use, and only small quantities made at a
time, as it ·will not keep good any length of
time, e~pecially in warm weather, and nothing
·would be so det;rimeutal as to use som
g nm, which would eventually turn the stone
11J11Ulcly and damp, thus spoiling the work.
The gum should be made just thin enough
t o allow it to pass through a fine strainer
or n. coarse piece of muslin, and should be
strained into a fiat dish or basin (a common
ea.rthenware pie-dish is as good as anything),
after which pour some drops of nitric acid
in the dish, according to the quantity required. To test if it is of the required
strength, mix it well with a small brush,
and try it on the edge of the stone ; if it
boils with a bubbling sound it is too strong,
i .e., there is too much acid for the quantity
of gum; if it just boils-that is, if it froths
on the stone-it is about right; but if it does
not boil there is not enough aoid in it.
Another test is to taste, but not to swallow
it, when it should have a sharp taste like
vinegar or a strong lemon.
Acetic acid is used for preparing the
stone should any alterations be necessary
after the drawing has been completed and
etched. Thus, if a drop of O'UIU be on the
stone, before any work could be drawn on
that part, it would have to be \Yashed off
with pure water, then with a drop or two of
acetic acid diluted with water, which should
be allowed to remain on the stone for a few
seconds, after which again wash it with
a clean sponge.
Benzoline may be used to clean the stone
after the drawing has been made, and before
it is etched, and if used with discretion a
tint may be made with safety over any
portion which has been thus cleaned, provi\led t.ho ~tone is not smeary, and that it is
allowed thoroughly to dry first.
The ahove are the principal materials
reqni red in lithop;ra.pllic drawing. Any incidental ones which are not included will be
duly mentioned, as they are required, in
futme papers on this subject ; but for the
pre~ent enongh has been said on all things
tha.t are ;lbsolutely needed, at the commencement, by an~r intending lithographer,
to enable him or her, as the case may be, to
make a fair start.

FIXING GLASS IN FURNITURE.
BY D. DENNING.
CLASSIFICATION-FITTING PLAIN MIRROR-V ARlOUS
RABBE'l'S MET WITH-PROTECTING BACK 01!'
GLASS- BLACKING EDGES- FITTING PLAIN
TRANSPARENT PLATES- FITTING BEVELLED
l>LATES-EXPLANATION OF "SIGHT" SIZETEr.rPLATES FASTENING IN -PREPARING
BLOOKS-TRANSPARRNT BEV,ELS-FAULTS AND
PEFECTS IN GLASS.

Fo~ all practic.al purposes the glass with

wh1Ch the cabmet-maker has to deal in
connection with the manufacture of furniture may be classified into four different
kinds : viz., plain edged, silvered and transparent and bevelled edged, silvered and
transparent.
Inasmuch as they are all plates of glass,
it may be supposed that they are all fitted
into furniture in the same manner, and that
a method which will do for one of them will
do equally well for the others. In a very
modified sense this may be taken as being
fairly correct, but the cabinet-maker or fitter
who attempted to fit all plates alike could
.certainly not be regarded as a master of his
craft, for there are little differences which
require attention. The work necessary..13annot be considered difficult, and I hope by
the time the reader has studied this article
be will have an intelligent appreciation of
what to do, and how to do it, whenever he
wants to measure and fix a piece of glass in
furniture. Presuming that a _previous article
entitled '' Furniture and its Glass" has been
read by those interested, we may at once
proceed to take up sundry cases which are
likely to occur. ·
Fitting a piece of plain edged silvered
plate, i.e., an ordinary min:or, may as well
be the first supposed job to be taken up, not
because it is necessarily the easiest, put for
the very evident reason that we must begin
somewhere. What we have first to do is to
turn the framing to be glazed face downwards on a table or bench of convenient
height, taking the precaution, especially if
the wood bas been polished, to have a piece
of baize or similar material under the frame.
If the back board is on, it must be removed,
and it will be just as well to note whether
this is laid on the back or fitted within the
rabbet, but for the present we may consider
we are doing with a back laid on the framing,
and consequently larger than the opening for
the glass. The back being off, we may as
well look at the rabbet not like owls, out
like intelligent reasonable beings. If we do,
we shall probably find that it is like one or
other of the following diagrams, which
may be taken as typical of · the princ!J?al
variations one is likely to meet with. The
diagrams it may be well to explain represent
in section the immediate parts with which
we are concerned, and are shown with both
glass and back fitted. The various portions
will be recognised without difficulty.
In Fig. 1 we have a deep rabbet, but not a
particularlY. wide one-in fac~, i't is as nice
and convement as could be Wished for. All
that ha.s to be done is to measure the full
size of the rabbet and get th'e glass accordingly. It just fills up the space comfortably,
so~that there can be no movement laterally
or perpendicularly when the frame is in its
normal })Osition, which may be taken as upright. There is, however, nothing to prevent
the plate moving backwards and forwards between the back board and the front. It is therefore necessary to fasten the plate so that it
will not be mo~able. This can very easily
be done by putting blocks or strips of wood
behind the glass. They are simply glued to

the framing, and provided they do not interfere with the backing board, their size and i ·
shape are unimportant.. They need not be
continuous, as it will be quite sufficient if
. they are placed a few inches apart. A convenient length for each will be two or three '
inches. On no account be tempted to try and '
fasten the plate down with brads or nails in
the way shown by Fig. 2 or any other way,
the risk of injuring the glass being far too
great to be run with any: regard to prudence.
It is sometimes done. If desired, however,
there can be no harm in driving a small brad
or wire nail in a similar manner through the
block, which it will hold in the event of the
glue giving way. Care, of course, must be
taken not to let the nail come in contact ..·
with the glass, for if it does the edge of this
is sure to be chipped.
..,
Fig. 3 represents a shallower rabbet than
Fig.l, being just deep enough to receive the
glass without any space, or none to speak of,
for the blocks.
In this case it might be supposed that it
is only necessary to fasten the back down,
and if the plates are but small this simple
means will do very well. It will, however, . : ,
be better to put a layer of soft flannel or a ; .
sheet or two of soft paper by way of padding
between the glass an:d the back. If the glass ! :
is silvered by the old process, some such precaution is absolutely necessary to prevent
the silvering being damaged. The newer ·
process does not require such delicate handling, but it might get injured by direct contact with the backing board, especially if ·
this is either rough or panelled. Some oldfashioned people, I believe, still advocate '
the use of flannel behind the glass in all ,
cases where it would have been used in the ~
days when the old silvering process was ;
universal. It is simply because such people !
are not quite awake to some of the advantages of the new process. With this th~_· ~
necessity for flannel is quite the exception. '
Fig. 4 shows a rabbet both wide and deep.
Remembering that there is no occasion for 1
such a wide margin of glass as there would J
be were the space to be filled, it is optional . l
whether we get the glass to fit exactly or not. .
Certainly if to make it a close fit would l
necessitate our running over a measurement j
of a full inch, and bringing in a fractional l
part of one which, it will be remembered, ,
will be reckoned on calculating the superficial measurement as a full inch, we will just .:i
take a fair amount to go behind the rabbet. .
This leaves a vacant space both at the edge s
and behind the glass, which is free to be tJ
moved in any direction. We must therefore t '
fasten it in by blocks which bind in both 1:
directions, as will be easily perceived .f.
from the illustration. If the space is too v
wide for the triangular-shaped block to o
wedge the glass down, the section of the u
block can easily be altered to that shown in n
Fig. 5.
In Fig. 6 we have a wide rabbet, as in the · &
last instance, but a shallow one so that the r-J
wedge-shaped blocks cannot well be used. 1J
It is therefore necessary to use those of rect- ·
angular section, which, it is very possible, · , :
may not require any ~luing in, as the gl~s :>·
and backing board will hold theJI?-. Now, 1t ~
must be evident to anyone that if we have o
a. back board fitted within the rabbet, a.s ?.
shown in Fig. 7, instead of a~ in former in- stances outside that, the a.va1lable depth for 1
the wedges is much curtailed. The methods P.
to be adopted for fixing are, however, the f.
same.
.
· The following general directions should be •
noted. Blacken the inside of the rabbet 1
against which the face of the glass rests, and • !
•
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also blacken the edges of the glass-which, by what is necessary without instructions argue that the more glass there is behind
the rabbet, the more secure the plate will he,
the way, will be more or less rough. If the from me.
The fixing _of bevelled edged plates may but this is not correct, as the diagrams (Fig.;;.
blacking be omitted the reflection of the
wood will be unpleasantly visible, and the now be attended to ; but before dping so, it 10 and 11) will serve to explain. I.n .B'ig. 10
rough edges of the glass will reflect in an will be as well to say somethingl about mea- we have a bevelled plate with a vef-y narrow
unsightly manner, unless they are an un- aurin~ for them, in order that there may be margin behind the rabbet, and in Fig. 11 the
usually long way within the rabbet. l!'or sufficient glass behind the rabbet to hold the same with a very much wider one. Now, on
looking at these it is
nothing
blacking,
at once evident that
better than a mixthe glass, being bevture of size or weak
elled, is in contact
glue. with some gasonly with the extreme
black, can be used.
edge of the rabbet,
Be careful not to let
Fig.l.
and does not lie fh1.t
any glue get on to
against the hottom,
the back of the plate,
as in the case of plainbut if any does acci.•
edged plates. lt i:-;
dentally get there,
therefore unneces;Fig'. 7.
wipe it up directly.
sary to have more
·If allowed to harden,
than just enough
it may, in drying,
glass to hold ·wi thill
very likely pull the
the rabbet, and k in.
silvering under it
is generally deemed
away from the glass,
sufficient. Less may
and leave an unFig.2.
do occasionally, but
sightly blemish.
cannot be recomPlain-edged transmended, and a safe
parent plates, such as
rule to follow is to
are used in bookcase
'Fig.
order the plate i in.
doors, may now en·
larger than "sight"
gage our attention.
size. Thus, if the
It is clear- ! mean
''sight" size is 2:3 ~ in.
the principle, not the
by 20~ in., order a
glass-that wedges or
plate 24 in. by 20~ in .
blockscannotbeused,
'!'his allows t,;· in.
for there is no back
surplus at each eLlge,
panel with which to
but then the edge i.-:;
hide them.
The
Fig. 3.
seldom perfectly regglass, therefore, must
l'ig. 9.
ular, and this extra
fit as accurately as
-h- in. must be alpossible to the rablowed as a waste
bet, where it is held
margin for irreguby strips of beading,
larities in cutting the
as shown in Fig. 8,
glass.
which, after what bas
As the term sight
been said, can resize may not convey
quire no comment to
..
much meaning to
render it intelligible.
some, though it is a
If, as will sometimes
l"ig.lO.
term well understood
happen in spite of all
'Fig-.4.
by those acquainted
ordmary precautions,
with the work under
the glass does not fit
consideration, it may
quite so tightly as it
be advisable to exshould, the only way
plain it. Briefly, it
is to put thin strips
means neither more
of wood in a somenor less than the
what similar fashion
surface of the gla::.;s
to that shown by
which is visible from
Fig. 9, taking care
'Fig.li.
the front when the
that they are covered
plate is in position
by this beading. This
and fixed-that is to
should be neatly fitFit. 5.
'
say, the whole of the
ted and mitred at the
corners. The strips
plate, with the exception of that porshould be long
enough not to retion of it which is
concealed by the rabquire jointing except
bet. When a bevelled
at the mitred corners. .
The beads may . be
plate is ordered, it is
Ptg:s.
Pig.l2.
fastened down with
not at all an uncomg-lue, which, however, Fig. 1.- Pla.i n Silvered Glass in Deep Rebate. Fig. 2.-Ditto wrongly fastened. Fig. a.-Shallow mon thing to simply
is not a method to
Rebate. Fig. 4.-Wide and Deep Rebate. Fig. 5.-Dltto with t:Wrerently shaped Block. Fig. 6.- order it according to
SbaJlow Wide Rebate. Fig. 7.-Backing Board within Rebate. Fig. 8. -Transparent Glass
be altogether recombeaded in. Fig. 9.-Loose-fl.tting Transparent Glass blocked and beaded 1n. Fig. 10.-Bevelled sight size, and leave
Glass with little behind Rebate. Fig. 11.-Ditto with too much. Fig. 12.-Frame 'for Bevelled the dealer to allow
mended, as in the
event of a broken
Transparent Plate with Rebate partially .l!lled up.
the necessary marglass it is im,P?ssible
gin. It is better,
to remove Without destroying them. They plate securely, without too much of the bevel in any ca.se to state whether the mea' d 1s
' "'ht"
may also be secured with wire nails or brads being hidden, for we have now not only to surement name
s1g
or "plate"
but a ml!-ch neater way is to use small bras~ consider the cost of the glass, but also of the size in order that there may be no misscrewsw1th rounded heads. Instead of beads bevel-the latter of which, it will be remem- tak~. If under such circumstances, the
the glass may be fastened in with putty ~ bered, depends on its width. Therefore, our dealer makes a mistake, the loss is his own.
method which I cannot recommend, as' it object should be to hide as little of it behind , For irregular or fancy shaped plates, it is
seems to me to be a slovenly way of finish- t~e wood as possible-consistently, of course, best to get the glass cut from a templat_e.
~ng 9ff cabinet work. Those who prefer w1th safety to the plate. Careless or This can easily be made by cutting a thm
It will have no difficulty in finding out thoughtless people have been known to board, or several of them joined together, to
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fit in t.he rabbet, and marking the siaht
size with a pencil. If the backing board is
made to fit within the rabbet, a simpler plan
is to draw the template on a sheet of paper,
which cn.n en::;ily be stretched on the board.
Such templates will, of c0urse, give the exact
si.~ht size, but it is best to state on them
di:-;tinctly that the lines give "sight.''
When it is practicable, frames to be glazed
with bevelled silvered plates should, instead of being laid on a table or bench, be
supported on trestle~, so that the worker by
lo0king underneath may be able to see that
t he glass is laid to show an eqnul width of
bevel all round, and that the mitres fit accmately to the corners of the framing. It
will easily be understood that without care
faulty fitting in these respects may result.
'With small plates there is seldom much
ditlicnlty, but as the size increases so will
the need for more care. Let me here caution all whom it may concern not to attempt
to alter the position of a plate by forcing it
with a chisel, screwdriver, or other tool used
as a lever. It is, unfortunately, no uncommon thing in some shops to see a man
trying to force a plate into position by this
means. Sometimes he effects what he intends. and sometimes he damages the plate,
especially if it is a large heavy one. .tl.ll
the movement necessary to get a plate exactly into its right position can be got by
giving the edge of the framing a few light
blows with the hand. The remarks which
have been made about plain-edged plates
are, on the whole, applicable to those with
bevelled edges. When fitting these in,
however, it will be found in the majority of
cases that blocks, as shown in Figs. 4, 5, and
7, are the most suitable.
The best plan when working is, first, to get
the plate into its proper place, then, being
careful not to disturb it, fit the blocks in dryi .e., without glue. After they are placed, see
that the position of the glass has not been
accitlentally altered. If it seems all right,
proceed to glue down the blocks. It is not
always necessary to blacken the edges and
inside of the rabbet in the case of bevelled
plates as in plain ones ; still, no harm can
result from doing so.
'rhe blocks which are needed do not require to be of very high finish, and seldom
are so. It is no use wasting time over them.
I have known large quantities of them prepared in the following manner. A board of
1 in . pine of straight even grain is taken.
A piece about two inches wide is sawn from
one end across the grain. From this the
blocks are shaped by splitting it up into
square pieces first1 and each of these diagonally afterwards ·wtth a knife or.chisel. They
may not look very elegant, but they serve
their purpose; so what more can be required 1
Bevelled transparent plates are fixed in a
similar manner to those w•ith plain edges,
but the rabbet should be on.ly a narrow one.
'l'his can easily be arranged when making
the frame, if it is then known t hat the plate
is to be bevelled. If the rabbet is too wide
it will generally be better to reduce it to
the proper dimensions by gluing continuous
strips of wood, as suggested by Fig. 12, than
to waste money b;y having a wider bevel.
It will occasional·ly happen when a plate to
exactly fill an opening is got, that the glass
through some irregularity at the edge, wili
not quite enter. In such a case a little
judicious paring away of the obstructing
wood with a chisel will oftett do aU that is
necessary, and is much more satisfactory
than trying to chip the glass itself to make
it fit.
Som6 discretion is often advisable in se-

lecting which shall be the top or bottom of
a piece of glass when it is fixed. }'or instance, we have, let us say, an oblong piece,
one end of which will be high up, where it
cannot be closely inspected, while the other
will be where every defect is conspicuous.
Naturally, it will be better to fix the glass so
that its worst end, if there is any difference,
will be at the top. I am not wrong when I
say that cabinet-makers have been known
simply to reverse the position of a plate
supposed to be defective-perhaps actually
so--;instead of replacing it by a new one.
The defect has been put where it is not so
easily seen: that is all; the results have been
perfectly satisfactory. 'rhe chief blemishes
found on silvered plates are scratches on
the metal or glass, water stains caused during
the silvering, and small round bubbles or
seeds in the glass itself. To all intents and
purposes, it is impossible to get an absolutely perfect piece of glass of any size i.
though it may be sufficiently good for al
purposes it will not stand the very minute
inspection which some bestow on it. The
scratches which are visiqle on a really excellent piece of bevelled silvered plate when it
is held in broad daylight to reflect light direct from the sky are something to alarm
the novice. I n conclusion, I have only to
say to ~purchasers of glass that before
finding fault with any sold to them; i-t ..Y?ill
be as well to take the opinion of someone
who knows the material as to its quality,
and that I trust the novice will find the foregoing hints sufficient to enable him to do
whatever he may want in fitting glass to
furniture.
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ELECTRO-SILVERING SMALL GOODS.
·BY GEORGE EDWINSON BONNEY.
PREPARING THE SMALL GOODS-CLEANING-SCOURING- STRIPPING AND QUICKING THE GOODS1\iAKING THE SIT,VER-PLATING SOLUTIONWORKING THE PLATING SOLUTION- FINiSBING,
POLISHING, AND B URNISHING SILVER-PLATED
GooDs.

Prepa1·ing the Small Goods.-By small goods
I mean the various little oddments which
come to the counter-of the country jeweller
to be replated, such as alberts, charms,
lockets, brooches, buckles, scarf-pins, rings,
and one or two spoons or sugar-tongs. I
should not advise undertaking the job of
plating spoons and forks in dozens, nor
anything larger than a dessert spoon, as
larger articles demand more room than can
be found in the small vat of a working
jeweller, and more anode surface than he
has at his command. More care must be
taken in the pre{>aration of articles to be
silver-plated than m the preparation of those
to be electro-gilded. The hot solution of
cyanide of gold will dissolve remaining
traces of animal matter, but the cold solution
of cyanide of silver has no such detergent
effect on dirt left on the surfaces of goods
intended to be silver-plated. We must,
therefore, be sure to free the surface fr:om
the least trace of dirt of all kinds; whether
in the form of rust, verdigris, tarnish, and
any other form of corrosion, or in the form
of oili grease, lacquer, sweat, and other
anima matter. The touch of a soiled finger
on the prepared surface is sufficient to spoil
it, and cause the silver to strip off from that
spot when the scratch-brush or the burnisher
is applied to it. All deep scratches, dents,
cracks, and pits must be removed before t~e
goods are re-plated ; all necessary repaus
must be done (and in doing these, avoid an
excess of soft solder); all the previous coats
•

of silver or of nickel must be removedrand
the surface must be polished.
If the articles are free from corrosion, but
appear to be dirty from ~ease or oil, place
them for a time in a boihng hot solution of
caustic soda or caustic potash, then rinse
them in hot water. It is always advisable
to make this the first course of treatment,
whatever may be their condition. If they
appear to be lacquered, steep them for an
hour or so in warm methylated spirit, then
transfer them to a strong solution of ammonia, to loosen the lacquer. After such
treatment, they should be well brushed with
an old scratch-brush or bristle-brush, and
rinsed in hot water. Use old brushes for
this purpose, as it will not be advisable to
use the same brushes for brushing the
surfaces of finished goods. Tarnish may be
removed by soaking for a short time m a
strong solution of cyanide of potassium, to
which has been added a few drops of liquid
ammonia. Green verdigris and similar
forms of corrosion may be removed by
dipping in a mixture of equal parts sulphuric
acid and water, to which is added half part
nitric acid and a few drops of hydrochloric
acid. The articles should be strung on a
wire, and swilled in the dipping mixture
for a few minutes, until the corrosion has
been loosened, then rinsed in plenty of clean
water. After this, they may be brushed
with an old scratch-brush, and again swilled
in water. If the verdigris is not all off, they
must be again swilled in the acid pickle
until quite clean.
Scratches on the backs of watch-cases and
lockets, and·pits left from corrosion in other
articles, must be taken out with a fine file,
then the file marks rubbed out by grinding
with water of Ayr stone, after which the
surface should be scoured with a cork dipped
in powdered pumice, then polished bright in
the usual way. Spoons and forks should
receive similar treatment. It is not necessary to be so particular in getting a very
finely polished surface for silver-plating as
for electro-gilding, since the coat of silver
can be got up afterwards ; but the same
care will be needed to get an uniform surface,
free from scratches and pits.
Stripping· tiLe Silver Coating.-All the old
coat of silver, nickel, or gold must be
stripped off before we can successfully
deposit a new coat on the article. It
sometimes happens that the plater fai1'3
to get an adherent coat in his first attempt.
If part of it strips off under the scratchbrush or the burrusher, the whole remaining
part of the c0at must also be stripped off by
the following means: Get a vessel capable
of heating and holding acid at boiling point,
such as a porcelain evaporating dish or a
stoneware pipkin. Pour into it enough
strong sulphuric acid to cover the article
about to be desilvered, and make the acid
hot over a gas stove or oil stove on a sand
bath. When the acid is hot, sling the article
in a piece of copper wire, immerse it in the
hot acid, and add a few crystals of saltpetre.
These will dissolve, and give out just en.ough
nitric acid to dissolve some of the silver.
Move the articles about in acid, and add
more saltpetre, until all the silyer has been
dissolved off. If p~oper care. IS take?,. all
the silver may be stripped offw1thout pittmg
the underlying surfaQe of brass or o~ German
silver. When quite free from silver, the
surface must be rinsed in water, scratchbrushed, an!! prepared to r~ceive a. fresh
coat of silver. If the arttele has been
nickel-plated it must be swilled in either
the before-m~ntioned stripping acid ?r in. :a.
warm mixture of two parts sulphunc ac1d

'
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a.nd one part nitric acid, taking care, in both
processes, not to keep the article in the acid
longer than necessary to strip off all the
nickeL It is most important to have the
article dry before putting it in the stripping
add, to prevent irregular action. Gold may
be stripped off in a warm mixture of nitric
acid three parts, and water two parts, to
which must be added, as required~ a few
crystals of common salt or a few arops of
hydrochloric acid.
Articles made of pewter, lead, tin, Britannia metal, solderior any other lead or tin
alloy, may 'Qe entire y cleaned in the caustic
solution, without the use of acid. Rust on
iron or steel may be removed by soaking in
dilute sulphuric acid, to )Vhich h~s be~n
added a few drops of hydrochlonc acid.
Both this metal and alloys of tin and lead
must be first coated with COP.per in an
alkaline coppering bath (descnbed in the
last chapter) before they are placed in the
plating vat to receive a coat of silver. In
the case of iron and steel, this must be done
promptly after cleaning, before a film of
rust can form on their surfaces. Lead and
tin, and other alloys, must be plated imme<liately after they are taken from the potash
solution, without rinsing in water. Articles
made of brass, German silver, and similar
white or yellow alloys, receive a more
. ~ adherent coat of silver when first coated
· wita mercury in a solution of proto-nitrate
· of mercury ·in distilled water. To make
this, dissolve a few drops of mercury slowly
in .a mixture of equal parts nitric acid and
distilled water, using only enough acid to
dissolve all the mercury, then dilute the
whole to twenty times its bulk with distilled
water. Swill the articles in this when they
are ready for the plating bath, then rinse
them in clean water. This is named
' ~' quicking " the articles.
J.l!aking the Silver-Plating Solution.-The
solution for silver-plating is easily made.
-Get some pure re-crystallised nitrate of silver,
in the _proportion of four and a half ounces
to each gallon of solution required. ·Also
get.; lb. of 95 per cent. pure cyanide of potas~
sium for each gallon of solution. To make
one gallon of solution, dissolve the silver
nitrate in half a gallon of distilled water in
the glass vessel intended to serve as a vat,
and half of the cyanide of potassium in one
quart of distilled water. Add small portions
of the cyanide solution to the nitrate of
silver solution, and stir well with a clean
stic!r betweex;t each addition of cyanide,
until all the silver has been thrown down in
the form of white curds and a few drops of
the cyanide solution falls to cause a white
.cloud in the silver nitrate liquid. When
this condition has been achieved, pour off
the useless liquid (which contains mtrate of
potash), and pour a quantity of clean common
water on the white precipitate. Allow this
to stand for a few minutes, then pour it
away, and repeat this some two or three
times, finally draining off all the wash water
from the silver cyanide precipitate. Dissolve
the remaining cyanide of potassium in distilled water, and stir th.is into the wet
precipitate of cyanide of silver until all has
been dissolved. Then add one-fifth more
· ceyanide, and make up the solution to one
gallon with distilled water. This solution
will be worked cold. For an anode, use a plate
~f absolutely pure silver having a surface
are~ slightly larger than that of the largest
art1cle, or total area of the largest group of
~rticles, likely to be plated in the vat. It
Is best to have an excessive surface of anode
as we can always draw out this to suit small
surfaces being plated. If the anode does

not dissolve clea.nly and freely in the
solution whilst at work, add some more
cyanide in small quantities at a time.
Wo1·king the Plating Solution. - Each
article must be hung to a long hook m~de
of copper wire, and suspended by this in
the solution whilst receiving its coat of
silver. For very small articles this hook
may be made of No. 28, whilst for larger
articles it may 'be made of No. 20. This
hook is made m the form of an S, the lower
end hooking behind a pin, into a bow, into a
link, or ~o some projectin~ part ?f the trinlret.
The articles should be Wired With wet hands
before the final dips, and not touched with
the hands afterwards, but placed straight
away in the plating solution, sus:pended to
the cathode rod attached to the zmc of the
battery. Two or three cells in series will be
enough to force current through the wires
and deposit the silver in good condition.
The articles should be coated white with
silver within a few minutes of placin~ them
in the depositing vat. They should tnen be
taken out and brushed with a clean scratchbrush in clean water, to test the adherence
of the deposit. If this does not strip, the
article must be rinsed in clean water, and
restored to the vat to receive a finish coat.
The time taken to do this will depend upon
the price to be paid for plating, since a
longer time in the vat represents a thicker
coat of silver. By carefully weighing the
article after it is polished, preparatory to
plating, and weighing again when dried,
after it has been plated, we can find out the
weight of silver deposited upon it. A thick
coat of good adherent silver may be deposited in two hours ; but the time taken
will always depend upon the condition of
battery and solution, so I cannot lay down
a fixed ru1e. I may say that for 6d. a
trinket we can only afford a mere blush of
silver over and above the scratch-brush coat,
and this may be laid on in a few minutes.
Finishing Electro-Plated Goods.-When
the articles are sufficiently coated with
silver, disconnect the slingmg wires from
the cathode rod, swill the plated goods for
a few seconds in the bath, then rinse them
in hot water, and rub or bury them in hot
boxwood sawdust until dry. Plain patterns
may be rubbed dry with soft linen rags
after being rinsed in hot water. When dry,
brush out all sawdust from crevices with
a soft brush, and proceed with the :P,Olishing
processes. If only a thin film of silver has
been deposited, · as for whitening buttons,
etc., rattle the articles about in sawdust, and
brush them with a IP.OP of soft rag charged
with plate powder. If a thicker coat of
silver has been deposited, and the deposit
has a "matt" appearance-i.e., creamy
white, without lustre-it must be scratchbrushed until the "matt " surface ~ives place
to one having a dull lustre. Th1s must be
done with a clean medium scratch-brush
made of medium brass wire, using stale beer
as a lubricant. If doing this by hand, rest
the articles on a sloping strip of smooth wood
in a tub or·similar vessel, and use the brush
in strokes away from the workman, to avoid
splashing the beer over the clothes. Rinse
each article in clean water, and dry again as
before, either in hot boxwood sawdust or by
rubbing with .soft . linen rags. By usin~ a
fine scratch-brush to finish off after brushing
with the coarser brush, a tolerably good
surface may be given to the .p lated goods,
and this, when polished with a plate-brush,
will suit customers better than the higher
polish imparted by revolving mops and
burnishers. The work of polishing can,
however, be more exxreditiously performed
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on a revolving mop or dolly in a polishing
lathe than by hand with brushes. A very
fine polish can be imparted to silver.surface:i
with rouge applied on a revolving calico
mop, finishing otf with a softer mop of
swans'-down, and finally polishing with the
palm of the hand.
Bu1·nishing.-The highest polish is given
by the process of burnishing- that is,
rubbing the surface with buniishers made
of polished steel or polished bloodstone.
The burnishers are kept lubricated with
freshly-made soapsuds, and the strokes of
the burnisher are all given in one direction.
When only small portions of a trinket lHWC
to be burnished, just to stand in relief to
the rest of the surface, the burnisher may
be a highly polished steel bodkin. It should
be polished on a piece of buff leather
.charged with rouge. An illustrated article
on '' Burnishers and Burnishing" may be
.found in page 411, Vol. II. of WORK.
MEANS, MODES, AND lUETIIODS.
To STAIN MAHOGANY PoRT-WINE CoLOUR.
PRocURE a little quicklime, and stir it up in
water, making a kind of weak limewash.
Apply this to the surface of the woo!l until
you get the required tint; allow it to dry,
glass-paper otf, and polish in the usual
manner.-F. C.
GoLD p .A.INT, FOR TOUCHING UP FRAMES.
Mix together gold bronze and copper
bronze to the desired shade; if required a
rich <;leep colour, more copper; if lighter,
more gold. Mix with Japan gold-size
thinned with turpentine, just as much as is
required for immediate use.-H. H.
FASTENING CoRNERS oF GrLT FRAMES.
These are nearly always nailed together,
but if a really good job is desired, in which
no nail-holes are to be seen or the gilt
interferea with in any way, proceed as
follows :-After shooting the mitres true
and clean, bore from the inside of the mitre
with a small quill-bit out to the back side,
not out to the edge. Then sink with a
gouge to admit a fine l:l; in. or H in. screw;
put screw in position to mark -where hole
comes in the other mitre, bore with a sprigbit, glue slightly, and screw down. If this
is done clean and well, we have a firm joint,
and nothing seen on either edge-a great
desideratum in gilt frames.- H. H.
WIRE-WORK IN ALL ITS BRANCHES.
BY JAMES SCOTT.
CRIMPING MACHINES-BENCHES-TOOLS.
Two machines for crimping or corrugating
wires of various gauges are shown in Figs.
5 and 5.A. respectively. That represented in
Fig. 5 is used for small gauges of wire. I
am not very well acquainted with the technical terms used in the iron trade; therefore,
should I, during ·my descriptions of these
machines, not use the accepted trade definitions, my readers must forgive me for mv
ignorance, although this want of knowledge
on my part will not prevent me from giving
proper explanations.
· In Fig. 5 there is a thick standard, divided
into two separate parts horizontally, as indicated by the cross line, and held together
by a pair of screws, which penet.rate sufficiently deep into the lo.wer half of the
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sta.ndard to afford the rN]nisite strength, with them the axles, wheels, etc., in order
and " ·hose heads are a.boYe tho standards, as that a change of wheels can be made when
:-;hown. On t.he front are two barrels, which required for purposes previously named.
r eceive the axle::; of t he wheels. 1'he latter At the top of each standard is a cap, both
arc removable from the :txle:-;, and are held caps being united by means of a cross-bar.
to them in such a ma,nner as to prevent Ktch cap is hinged at the back to a standard,

Fig. 5A. -Another
Form of Crimping Machine.

a movable screw-rod. In a similar manner
there is outside each lower block a barrel:
into which is firmly imbedded a horizontal
screw, which enters the screw-rod just
allncled to. It should now be seen how the
wheels can be brought to the requisite

Fig. 5.-Crimping
Machine.

/

Fig. 6. -Large
Shears.
Fig. 7.-Small Sbears.

adjacency to each ot-her by means
them rubbing aga.iust the standard,
of turning the side screw-rods over
or slipping from the barrels, by
the side screws. I will now pass
washers, etc. Through the ends
on to remarks on the benches and
of each axle, opposite the wheeb,
tool s.
is a. removable pin to prevent the
Simple benches only are used by
wheel and axle from being pulled
wire-workers. There is, therefore7
ont of its place accidentally.
not the slightest necessity for me
In working, the wheels are
to give drawings of such. They
brought sufficiently close t o each
are used in a great variety of
other to receive the particular
sizes, according to the shape of the
gauge of wire to be crimped by
Fig. 8.-Nippers.
shop wherein they ma.y be fixed.
the perpendicular screws being Fig. 6B. -AdOf the tools proper only a few
justing Screw
tnrned. For varions degrees of
are necessary. These are large
of Fig. M.
crimping, different pairs of wheels
shears (Fig. 6), hand shears (Fig. 7),
of the same diameter as each other
nippers (Fig. 8), pliers (Fig. 9),
arc used, the cogs on each pair
vices, and hammers. There are
varying in thickness to those on
several adjuncts, which, however.
the remainder, jn order to secure
I prefer to term accessories, ancl
long or short crimps, as the case
shall describe in future papers,
may be. It is to allow all wheels
where I cun dealmorenppropria.tely
to be properly fitted that the axles
with them. The :first of these tools
are made detachable from the
Fig. 6A.-Side Standard
is used for cutting up bundles of
bn.rrcls by removiug the pin in the
of Crimping Machine
Fig. 9.- Pliers.
wires into required lengths,. and
cud of ea.cb .
sbown in Fig. oA.
for this vurpose the shaft ( c, F1g. 6)
T he machine shown in Fig. 5.-\
is fixed m a large vice and fi rmly
affords the same facilities as those
gained ~rom. that in Fig. 5, the differ- and in front is removable, being held firmly, secured, the cutting being clone by working
ence bemg th<l.t these wheels are used when desired, by means of a loose nut the handle pump-wise. The hand sh ears are
for stouter gnuges of wire and larger attached t o a fixed gcrew, which latter pene- used for similar operations when the wires
to be cut are not so thick or strong as to
.
crimps. H ere the axles a.re supported by trates through a. hole in the cap.
For closing the wheels together there 1s require the aid of the large shears. The
xide stancbrcls at ea.ch end, in which fit
square blocks (see view Fig. 6A ) to receive the an attachment at each side, shown separately assi:;tance of the pliers is called in for "turna.xle enck The squa.re l>locks slide up and in Fig. 6n. On the outside of t op axle- inc:>- over" and the nippers for "squeezing
do\\'n the sta.ncbrds, a.ncl con:<;ec1uently carry block~is a stout barrel, through which pa.sses . do~vn" a;1d clipping off superfluous ends of
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from. Care must be taken not to
wires. Hammers and vices need no com- The tops are seldom more than slip-jointed mark
menting upon. The different processes pre- (shooting the edges straight with a plane, ha~e the tenons too tight, or else they will
the legs, but yet fill nicely tlte flat way,
viously named in connection with tliese and gluing and rubbing). Of course, if a spht
better class of thing is wanted, it can be and in the width be tight, as there is no
tools will be described by me later on.
grooved and tongued together, or dowelled. danger of splitting that way. I n setting
Now, to set out for the frame, we want a out the rails, a shoulder is only made on one
board as large as the top-the top will do
very well if the joints are dry. Prepare it
by planing it up on one side, and mark out
the circle you want the top ·to finish, and
then mark another circle lt in. less, which
Fig. 4.-Rall properly shaped and tenoned.
will indicate the outside size of the frame.
'Divide this into three parts to form a
triangle, and mark the size of the legs, ·
keeping the· square of the leg on the spot,
as sho·wn in Fi~. 2. When all three squares
are marked, it ts only necessary to fill in the
rails, letting them stand in from the outside
of the legs as much as is necessary to give
strength and room for the tenon. The
frame is now "set out," from which we can
get the lengths required for the rails, and
the right bevel to mortise the legs. A
bevel should now be set by laying the stock
of the bevel along the line which indicates a
rail, and the blade set to the angle of the
Fig. 3.-Saddle to hold Leg for mort ising.
leg. A piece of 3 in. scantling is now
planed up square, say a foot long, and pre- side (the inside), and, instead of being
Fig. 1.- Jointing up and cutting out Top.
square, it is bevelled about a quarter of an
inch, which will cause the legs to stand out
HOW TO MAKE A.. ROUND TABLE.
when the table is framed up. The ra.ils
BY H. HINGE.
should be smoothed up and all done we
consider necessary before the table is glued
METHOD OF CUTTING OUT TOPS-SETTING OUTtogether ; it may be found necessary to use
SADDLE li'OR 1\'lORTISING LEGS-SHAPING RAILs
a cramp to get the joints up. All being on
-FRAMING UP-SECURING TOP, ETC.
the bevel, it must be watched where it is
A THREE-LEGGED round· table appears at
pulling, or else it will do mischief. Blocks
first sight a simple job, but if a man has
of wood should be fitted in the corners and
never seen one made, or been instructed in
glued in, which will greatly strengthen the
the art of making one, he will find a
frame. When the glue is set, the tops of
d_ifficulty in doing so unless he goes the
the legs should be bevelled off with the.
nght way to work and ·begins properly.
frame and planed true. Sometimes pins,
Where round tables are manufactured for
or dowels, are bored in the legs to keep the
sale, workmen generally get them to make
joints up, but a cabinet-maker would scorn
by the dozen, and it is astonishing how
the idea of ever putting dowels in to hold a
quickly they can be made. The method
tenon up. A rail about 3 in. wide and
g~nerally adopted .is. as follows :-To begin
1 in. thick should now be fitted across the
with, the tops are JOmted up ; these consist
frame to hold the top tl'Ue. Fig. 5 shows
of three pieces of stuff, 9 or 11 in. wide
the top of the frame with rail in. The rail
(unless ~ special size i.s wanted), of dry,
is let down the thickness of itself to come
so~nd Pl!le
deal ; 1f 9 in. wide, the
i level with the rails, and nailed down firmly.
,Fig.
6.-Round
Table
when
finished.
m1d.dle P!ece IS cut off, 2 ft. 3 in. long ; if
Holes are bored in this rail to receive some
ll m. w1.de, 2 ft. 9 in. lo~g, by laying
a~other ptece of stuff alongstde the middle pared by marking it with the bevel, and stout It in. ~crews to screw the to.P clown.
The top 18 prepared by cuttmg round
p1ece, and marking a circle with a trammel fro~ the bevel a line tak~~ up square (to
' ~ece1ve the leg for mortismg), the piece
IS cut out true to the lines, and we have
what is c.alled a saddle. Fig. 3 shows the
saddle With a leg in ready ·for mortising.
T,he legs are set out 2 ft. 4 in. or 2 ft. 5 in.
·h1gh and the breadth of the rail marked on
it, allowing an inch from the extreme height
of the leg for .what is termed a hancheon
so that when the leg is sawed off level with
the top of the rail the mortise will still be
dowl? an inch to .give strength. When the
leg 1s secured m the saddle, which is
generally held firm by the bench holdfast
the chisel is held quite upright and th~
m?rtises cut in the ordinary w~y. The
ra1l!! are generally made of ! in. stuff. about
4! in. or 5 in. wide. The length ~e can
get by measuring on our setting-out board
allowing it long enough for the tenons:
When these are· planed up and taken to a
breadth, one of them is marked on the
Pig. 2.-Setting out Position of Legs and Frame. bottom edge for shaping, which generally
Fig. 5.- Underside of Top with Cross Rail in.
takes the form of Ji'ig. 4. All three are
or s9me other means. It will be seen, by held ~ogether in the bench. screw, and cut w~th a. bow-saw, and cleaning up the edge
cuttmg the next length off on the bevel, and out w1th a bow-saw, and tnmmed up with w1th e1ther spokeshave or sharp smoothin<Treve~smg the edge for the other piece, that a spoke.shav.e or rasp, and all done that is plane, placing the best side down on the·
~onstderable quantity of wood can be saved necess.ary . whil~ in that position. If a bench. 'fhe frame is placed on it iu sncb a
m cu~tmg out a lot of tops. Fig. 1 will q!lantlty IS bemg made, a templet or position that the flat rail comes across the
explam the method of cutting out tops. pattern of thin wood,., would be made to joints of the top. It i~ now screwed firmly
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down, and, ph~cing . it on its legs on the
tloor, the t op IS nailed to the other rails
from the top side, and a good 2t in. or 3 in.
nail sent down into each leg. These are
punched down with a punch well below the
su rfa~e, to admit of the ~op being smoothed
np w1th a shari? smoothmg-pla ne, the sharp
edges of top bemg taken off with a piece of
coarse sand-p~per. J'he top is sand-papered
8cro~s the gram (a htt!e white P,Utty having
p reviously been put m the na1l-holes) till
smooth and clean, and our round t able is
<!omplete.
OUR GUIDE TO GOOD THINGS.
• • • Patentees, nmnlifactttrers, and dealers generally are re~us!e<£ to send pr~spectuses, bi lls, etc., of their specialit1es tn tools, n~achmery, and worksho1• C~]>plicmces to the
Ecl·itor of WORK for ?Wtice in " Our U1~ide to Good
Things." It is desirable that specimens sho1t<d be sent
/or examination and testing in alt cases 1uhen this can be
doru without i?~nvenience, Specimens tlttts received
will be retm'ned at the ea1•liest opportunUy. It wmst be
tmderstood that everythifi{J which is noticed is noticed
on its merits only, and that, as it is in the po:uer of anyone who has a. Use./1tl article for sale to obtain mention
oj it in this depart·ment of WORK 1uithout c11arge the
?totices given partake in no way of the ?lature oj advertisenttllts.

13.-PITMA.."''s NEw "DEMON" WATER 1l'IoToR.
:IIR. P. PITMAN, Aubrey Road, Withll,lgton, near
:uanchester, has sent me a prospectus of his New
"Demon" \-Vater Motor, and a specimen of the
~mallest or No. 1 size for t esting. The motor
1tsel£ appears to be well made, and there is
no fault whatever to find with it in this
t·~spect: The following are particulars of its
du:neruno~s, ta~en from 1\fr. P itman's proapectus, m which all of these are stated to
b~ approximate only :-:Sore of_ pipe, t in. ;
du~meter o! pulley, 2i m. ; we1ght, 24 lbs. ;
hetght, 9 m. ; breadth, 8 in. ; revolutions per
minute at 60 lbs. pressure, 1,800; power, quarter
man. Price, 25s. ; regulator extra, 3s. The
general description is as follows:- " Inside the
motor is a drum, on the circumference of which
~re several cams. The water entering by the
supply pipe forces these cams to rotate, until
each cam in turn <'omes opposite the exhaust
pipe, whe~ the. waste wa!er falls through the
exhaust eXIt of 1ts own we1ght. The mechanism
is not subjected to severe shock; there is a steady
.and continuous outward impulse, and such
changes in velocity as do occur balance each
·other exactly. The shaft and all wearing sur-

Fig. L- Pitman's New'' Demon" Water Motor.
faces are of hardened steel, gun metal, and brass,
and are fitted with oil cups and lock nuts. The
pulley wheel may be removed and another of
mo~e. suitable size put on in its place, or an
a~d1t~onal wheel _may be keyed on the opposite
stde, if ~ound desrrable. The '~orking parts ' are
lJo~e_d m a r~mo':able cover, being fitted to
famhtate exaromatlon, etc., of the machinery."
H is further claimed that " it is the cheapest and
best motive power engine (both in first cost and
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when working) that has yet appeared· " and yet wi>:en it is set t o work and subjecte<f" to
th~t '' this engine is a most useful and econo- a practical test, the power generated is so small
mical motor for driving every description of tha~, b~yond running any sma11 machine with
small machinery ; and iB now thoroughly estab- which 1t may be connected, it is not capable of
lished as a success in the hands of practical overcoming the resistance to the power that must
us~rs." Ita appearance and construction are naturally be expected, and will, as a matter of
~all'ly shown in Fig. 1, which, it should be said, course, declare. itself as soon as. it is sought to
1s from a J,>hotograph of No. 2 motor complete.
carry out the kind of work, be 1t what it may
On recetpt of the. sample motor, I put it into that iB usually effected by the agency of th~
the hands of a J,>rac~lCal.man for thorough testing, machine in question.
and the folloWlng 1s his report :-" In reading
th.roug~ t~e instructions for fitting in Mr.
Co.'s "PHOTOGRAPHIC ANNuAL."
Pitman s CJrcular, I notice that he says:- ' When 14.-.A.nAMs &
The" Photographic Annual for 1891," issued by
Messrs. Adam.s & Co., 81, Aldersgate Street
E.C., iB in reality the price list of these well~
known wholesale and export dealers in photographic materials and appliances of every kind
fo~, of the 304 pages of which it consists, one~
thrrd, roundly speaking, is literary matter and
two-thirds price list. 'The price of the annual is
Is. 9d. post free, and the annual itself is well
worth the money asked for it on account of the
value a;nd _excellence of the papers that are to be
found m 1t and the portraits which it contains
th~se being photographs of Mr. W. H. Harrison:
editor of the Photographic News, printed on
Fig. 2.-Fly Wheel connected with Motor a.nd Scholzig's ready sensitised paper: Mr. J. Tr~il
Lathe Head- A, Pulley Wheel on Motor 3 in. Taylor, editor of the .British Journal of P/lrlto1n diameter; B, Driving Wheel of Fly Wheel, gt·aphy, an .Alpha print by the Britannia Works
diameter 18 in.; C, Heavy Rim of FlyWheel, Company, llford, from a negative by H. Van
diameter 28 in.; D, Sma.llest Rim of Fly Wheel Der Weyde; and Mr. Henry Sturmey, editor of
dia.meter 6 in.; E, Pulley Rim on Lathe, d.ia~ Pltotogt·aplty, printed on Fry's bromide paper
meter 6 1n.
from a negative also by H. Van Der W eyde:
Among the contributions are papers by Captain
feasible, I recommend, as the most economi~ Abney, Mr. '\V. J erome Harrison, Professor W:
~ethod of driving, that the ·power be conveyed K. Burton, 1l:Ir. Chapman Jones, Mr. H . Snowden
direct from the motor by belt or rope, without Warde, and other gentlemen well known in
the intervention of countershafts or separate photographic circles.
gearing.' I understand this to mean to save
power, not expense. I therefore connected motor
15.-MESSRS. Cox & Co.'s P RICE LISTS,
to water supply, and ran a small gut direct to
Messrs. Cox & Co., Electricians and Electrical
pulley of lathe head. The power and speed
Engineers, have recently opened new premises
g~ven off were so small that when I placed a
piece of wood to the i in. drill which was in the at a , Fetter Lane, Fleet Street, London, E.C.,
opposite the Record Office, for the sale of all
lathe, the motor immediately stopped.
"Now I entirely disagree with Mr. Pitman's scientific materials. The illustrated catalogue
idea of driving, as the above and what follows issued by these manufacturing electricians should
will show. If he knows anything of the 'theory be specially usefnl to amateurs. Ooe useful
of machinery ' and the ' regulation and modifi- feature in the catalogue is that it is split up into
sheets,
cation of force and motion,' he must be aware di.Herent parts, distinguished as liststheand
exception
that he must have a fly wheel to equalise the each bearing a different letter with
inequalities which may occur during the running of their "Temporary Price List of Manufactures,"
of the machine, lathe, or whatever he may be which deals chiefly with electric bells, batteries,
driving. Bearing this in mind, I proceeded to light fittings, and sounder talegraphs. to Thus,
their
d.l·ive a fly wheel in the manne1· shown on the List E forms an illustrated appendix
left of Fig. 2. The di.Herence in gearing-3 in. electric list; Sheet M, the price list of therand
at motor and 18 in. at wheel-at once showed mometers, baromaters, drawing instruments,
and other apparatus ; and Sheet 0
signs of improvement, as the motor increased meteorological
field, and
speed, and in a few moments ran the fly .wheel deals with optical apparatns, race,Cox
& Co.'s
at about 200 revolutions per minute. I next ran opera glasses. A. visit to Messrs.
another gut -to the lathe head (as shown to the establishment cannot fail to be instructive and
right of Fig. 2), but the extra friction proved useful in a variety of ways.
fatal to the speed, a.nd caused the fly wheel to
run at 50 revolutions per minute. This shows
16.-M:assRs. R ICHARD GARRETT & SoNs'
!Lt.USTRATBI) CATALOGUB,
that the intervention which Mr. Pitman speaks
of, but which he does not recommend, is absolutely
Farmers on a large scale, who are readers of
uecessary. I have thoroughly tested the motor
at other combinations of speeds, but find that WoRK, may 'Pe glad to have their attention
which is illustrated the nearest to perfection. directed to the illustrated catalogue of steam
The quarter-man motor can drill a -h in. hole in engines, threshing and barn-work machinery,
brass, but very little pressure must be used, or it issued by Messrs. Richard Garrett & Sons,
Leistc?n Works. As far as may be judged from
will stop.
"After exhaustive experiments with the New the price list, and the engravings with which it
' D emon ' Water Motor, I find that it will run is illustrated, the machinery supplied is certainly
well if unopposed to any varying resistance, but important in character, and· seems to be of the
should the slightest irregularity in the resistance best possible desi~ and make. The most noticeat the point driven continue, the motor will able is their threshing and corn-dressing machine,
gradually stop and the impetus given by the fly ()lass 0. F., fitted with the "Garrett-Ellis "
wheel will be exhausted. Further, the time patent drum beaters. Corn and manure drills,
taken to regain speed iB so long as to cause it to horse hoes, and othar field implements are manube entirely unfit for anything that it iB recom- factured by the Company, whose works are of
mended for in Mr. Pitman's ·circular. I have long standing, having been established in 1778.
carefully examined the working pa.rts, · both
I have received from MesBl'S. Henry Zilles and
inside and out, and find them well made, and
capable of running for a long time without re- Co., 24 and 26, W ilson Street, Fi.nsbury, the
April part of The . .Amqteur, containing some
adjustment."
Fl·om this statement, the only inference to be well-conceived figures for Pyrography or Poker
drawn iB that, although as far as workmanship W ork. The figures, three in number, are equally
and materials are concerned there is no reason well calculated for other decorative purposes and
THE EntTOB.
whatever for taking exception to the machine, proc~s.
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SHOP:
A CO&'fER FOR THOSE WHO W Au.""T TO TALK IT.
• • • In consequence of the great presS'Ure 11pon the
"Shop" columtns of 'WORK, contributors are
requested to be brief and concise in all future
questions and replies.
rn answering any of the "Q1t6$tions submitted to Corre-

$pondents," or in referring to anything that has appeared
i·n. " Slu>p," writers are re'llteSted to refer to the number
and page nfmw~ber of WORK in 1vhich. the subject ttnder
consideration. appeared, and to give tile heading of the
paragraph to which reference is made, and. the initials
and place of re.sidence, or the nont-de-plun~. of the writer
1Jy whom tl~ question has been asked, or to wM1n. a reply
has been already given. .Answerg cannot be given to
q1t6$t·ions which. do ?tot bear on S1tbjects that fairly C011~
within the scope ojthe Magazine.

fl.-QUESTIONS ANSWERED BY EDITOR AND STAFF.
American Lever Watch.-HOROL.-Grip the
staff in a pair of pincers in one hand. and take hold
of the balance with the other, and turn it round till
the slot or notch in the sta.tf is exactly behind the
pin that works the lever; and see that when the
pin is moving the lever, the ends of the fork
are free in the notch of the staff when going in and
out; and when the statl' is round, that the pin is
out of the fork. See that there is a little shake or
freedom. 'l'ry both sides, and make the shake
equal both sides. Regulate the depth · of escs.pe
wheel on the pallets, till the escape teeth, when
fallen on the pallet, only just catch on the safe
corner of pallets. The best way to test the hairspring for length is by trying it for time. If you
have not broken any off, it should be long enough;
but supposing any should be broken off and you
find the clock gains, unpin the spring and lay it on
an oilstone, take a cork, and gently grind it down
a little for width. '!'hen re-pin it, and try again.A. B. C.
Nickel Solution.-CURIOus.-The fault is not in
the battery alone, although that is small, and I am
surprised at the good results obtained from it.
Your nickel solution has lost its free ammonia and
hecome acid, hence the articles come out black.
Get some blue litmus paper from a chemist and test
the solution. If it turns the paper red, add some
sulphate of ammonia, or liquor ammonia if you
prefer it, to the solution until it ceases to redden
the paper. If this does not cure it, add some more
double salt of nickel (2 oz. to the gallon) to enrich
the solution, stir up well, then pass the whole
through a calico filter to remove the loose dirt.
After this, test as before fqr free acid, and g-et it
neutral before you attempt any more plating.G. E. B.
Bending Cased Tube.-J. B. (No .dddress).I am not quite clear as to whether you want to
bend rour i in. cased tube to fit a curved bay window or an angular one. If the former, take a block
of bard wood-say 3 in. square by 6 in. long-and
oore a hole about 2 in. from one end. Let it be of
such a size as to allow the pipe to slip easily through ·
fix the block of wood in a vice; place the tube in
the hole, and gradually bend it, passing it through
the bole as you do so ; do not bend it too much the
first time, and be careful to keep the tube always in
the same plane-that is, after bending in one place.
Do not lower or raise the tube when you make the
next bend, or it will be "all of a twist" and very
difficult to get right again. The way I usually fit
up cased rods for a sharp angle bay is to mitre the
ends, and to bend a piece of solid rod and tit it to the
tube tigh~ly and ~rive .th.em on tightly: this makes
the best JOb of 1t, as 1t 1s not practicable to bend
cased rods or tubes sharply without damaging the
brass cas!ng. I might mention that the edges of
the holes m the block of wood may with advantage
be smoothed off a little.-R. A.
Driving Lathe.-LATRE.-If you cannot drive
by the foot, there are many other ways you might
adopt. A weight woulrl do; but then who would
wind it up for you 1 also, it must be''lle?7f heavy.
Sahy you want 3,000 ft. lbs. per minute to drive your
!at e, then you W<?nld require 1,000 lbs. falling one
yard for every mmute you work, or a weight of
OO,OOQ lbs. fallin~ one ;yard for eYerybour you work 1
I b~heve the Br1tanma C!Jmpany, Colchester, make
spr1_ng motors. You might llltve a little steam
eng:~ne, hke the ha1r-dressers do sometimes or a. gas
engine, or a hot-air engine; or inquire what the
:vater company would charg~ you per 1,000 gallons
1f you had a water motor ; 1f not more than 6d.
per 1,000, you could probably run a. lathe by water
for about 6d. per hour if the head is 60 ·ft.-F. A. M.
Mounting Cu.shman Cbuok,-NEW READER.
I think from your question you must be trying to
get your chuck true upon its tace-plate by means of
the screws; that wil never do. Take it off and
oba~rve the back of your Cushman; there you will
nottce a shallow recess about h in. deep, surrounding the central hofe. You must turn away
the outer part of the front of the flange till you
haye pr<;>duced a. low cylindrical excrescence not
q~tte 1. m. high, on to which your chuck wlu fit
w~thout shake; then ftx your screws in any position
and the body of your chuck should run true. if
you have already done this and yet you find i t does
!lOt hoi~ ':'VOrk true, I would fit a small emery-wheel
1r1 a. dnlhng spindle\ and use that to grind the jaws
ot the chuck t1·ue ; ctamping a. ring while truing the
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inside, and a. bit of turned iron while truing the
steps of jaws. You must not, however, expect
absolute truth.- F. A.M.
Carriage Varnishing.- BAROUCHE.- Carriage
painting requires a. seven years' apprenticeship.
Without being so brief in reply as is the question,
unfortunately, a concise account of the process
shall be given, so that the tyro shall not go wrong
and waste his time and money, and quite spoil his
job at the attempt. An important ontission in the
question is not having said what sort of a carrial!j'e the
learner desires to operate upon ; another omisswn is
not stating how much the carriage is worn that needs
renovating, so that I am obli~ed to assume it to be a
particular carriage, and that 1t needs to be varnished
only, not retouched with paint and relief colours in
part worn bare. Yet, I must not assume that, for
no carriage that needs varnishing is perfect in its
paint or colour beneath the varnish· again, if the
colours had been mentioned, it would have enabled
me to tell how to mix the repairing colours to match.
These preliminary remarks should be noted by those
who ask questions in WoRK, as, if the questions are
fully stated, it makes the replies briefer and satis·
factory. Why I ask what sort of a carriage it is, is
because every description of carriage is constructed
to take apart, and be put together for the special
object of painting and varnishing a part properly.
This is an important technical art in coachmaking,
various carriages being taken to pieces in different
manners. And this is what you must know, or your
job will be a sorry botch. As the writer has assumed
the nom de plume of "Barouche," perhaps it is a
barouche he wishes to varnish; if so, it is one of
the most difficult of open carriages to 'vork upon.
These carriages are built mostly on perch carriages,
with Cee and under springs, costing new, from 180
to 220 guineas. I will assume the carriage to be a
Stanhope phreton, as that general type of carriage
will serve best to explain how many others are taken
apart. Pt·oceed thus : When thoroughly washed, put
a trestle under the bottom of body, just behind the
bolting-on of the back-bed or "horn-bar" of topcarriage : this trestle must be about 3 in. higher
than the bottom of body, so as to raise the body up,
the sprin~s will come open that much; do the same
behind With a trestle under the bottom of body, just
in front of the back crossbar, 3 in. higher than the
normal height of bottom of boot. The fore carriage
is termed top and bottom carl'iages, joined by a
perch-bolt at the wheel·plate, where: one turns on
the other. They are parted by knocking back a
bent linch-pin or key, which goes through a slit on
the point of the perch-bolt ; you Will need a steel
drift-pin to etfect thil:!, as the key must be broken
off close to the slit, mostly to get it out. Then the
nut must be unscrewed right ott': this needs a strong
wrench, with jaws nearly2 in. open, as this is mostly
rusted and setfast, and you have to sit on the ground
to work at it; take care it does not slip off the nut
against your head, for you must pull towards your
face, and it may cut an ugly gash that will delay the
job a little while. I have seen it happen, even
with experienced men. I may say that I admit
writing feelingly on the subject, so I adopt a doublehammer tapping plan-that is, hold a 4, lb. hammer
a.t an angle of tlie nut, a.nd with a 6 oz. hammer tap
the diagonal angle ; this mostly starts the nut an
~i~bth tur~ then you ma;v use the ·wrench to finish
U~.King it on. Now, by lifting up the fore part of the
vehicle body, the perch-bolt comes out of the bottom
bed only (it is almost a fixture in the top bed); pull
away the under-carriage with front wheels, and let
the body down again in its place on the trestle. The
top carriage has now to be removed ; this is done by
unscrewing nuts from four bolts through the ends
of the bed and horn-bar. You must have someone
to help you here, not so much to get the beds down
from the bolts, as to keep them frolU dropping from
the bolts suddenly, and perhaps breakiiig the dub
ends of beds in concussion With the ground; the foot
sometimes saves the wood striking the ground:
so much the worse for the foot. The hind part of
carriage, i.e., the back-bar, springs, hind axle, and
wheels, are easily removed-four bolts go through
the body bottom sides and bar ; take oft' the nuts
and tap up the bolts quite out of their holes, then
wheel back that part away from the body. You will
find a lot of dry mud on the bottom of body, that the
washing-oft' could not reach ; get this quite clean.
You may say, that part is out of sight ; b ut varnishing is for a double purpose : preservation from decay
as well as nice appearance ; and, though the bottom
is never varnished, it is japanned to preserve it, and
made smooth for easy removal of mud in washing.
Now remove the dash-iron by taking oft' the four
nuts~ a»;d the side wings, and top-rail of body, mostly
tlf:ea w1~h nuts. I must n~t pause long over little
ddficult1es~ as of a nut turnmg round yet not coming
. oft'; shoula this occur, hold tne end of a bar of iron
at one edge of the nut, and with a light hammer and
sharp cold chisel cut the nut in halves. Should the
bolt turn in the wood instead of the nut unscrewing,
drive a piece of saw-blade under the bolt-bead; the
saw-blade to be cut out with a. long notch the size of
the square of the bolt. Get someone to hold against
the pUll of the wrench; if there is any diff1culty,
always cut the nut in halves, it saves time. Brush
the lining thoroughly, and cover up with brown
paper, American cloth, etc., tacked down to the
!'ail at the edge of the seaming ; lace the tacks only
JUSt to enter enough to hold. The hind seat is
usually fixed with four or five screws, and they are
mostly rusted in; consequently have a good taper
blunt-edged screwdriver, tap it well into the notch
ot the screw, and jerk at the same time as you turn
with all your might. I have heard coachmakers

say yon must not stand to a nicety about rupturing
blood-vessels in trying to get out screws; somctim!:!s
the set.fast screws need to have their heads chipped
away a bit at a time; then the seat lifts up cleat· of
the screw, to be unscrewed by a band-ticc. 'VVhen
all these separate parts are awayft·om the body, you
will see that these detachments were necessary for
varnishing, and moreovet·, useful to point out the
state of preservation of the woodwork of body and
carriage, a.nd the reliability of the bolts, springs,
axles, a.nd Ironwork genemlly. 'l'be wheels must be
taken oft' the axles by unsct·ewing ca~s and nuts;
these are put away in a marked box. 'I he tyres may
be worn, and need renewing or contt·o.ct.ing to brace
up the loose joints of felloes and spokes; if so, do
not attempt these difficult jobs for a tyro but write
to a. wheeler to send fot· the wheels: it wili not be expensive, and is sure to be well done. I can nu.me
plenty of good men in town or country if needed ;
they will put everything right, even to painting
correct colours ready for varnishing. 'l'he taking
apart just described is called "unhanging" in the
trade, from the old-time plan of unhanging n body
swung on bra,ces. Two men would do it in from t.hree
to fout• hours, or a coach maker would show you how.
Now, your varnishing must only be attempted when
the old surface of varnish is prepared to receive the
new. Every part must be tlattcd oft' with fum ice·
stone powder and water, and a piece o strong
woollen cloth for rubbing. Begin at the upper
. parts, finish cleaning oft", and work downwards,
cleaning as you go with clean sponge; a. Yery
clean wash-leather is most essential. If the boot
sides are sun-cracked in the old vo.rnisb, you must
turn tbe body on the side, on old cushions, and
pumice-stone down wi th lump pumice-stone, till
you have worn down the cracked varnish to the
body colour; it will then appear a dull slate colour.
This, if black, is first japanned with japan, which is a
semi·opaque black varnish. Should any small parts
hM·e been rubbed through to the lead·colour priming coats, these must be touched with black firs t, or,
better still, give it a.ll a coat of dead black, laid on quite
thin, then tlat·off lightly with pumice·stone powder,
and when dry, japan it, using a good fiat pointed
brush and a small tool to get into the corners. Now
for a. wrinkle: you do not want to show the brushmarks on the:;varnished surface, as if combed a.fter
painting; this is avoided by holding the b1·ush very
slantin~, about 35 degrees of angle to the face of the
work; 1f held at 50 degrees the points of the bristles
rake the japan or varnish, instead of sleekillfl it at
the finish off of the stroke. 'J'he touching·up of
relief-lines requires care, with sable or camel·ha.ir
pencils and colour to match. 'fhe rims cf wheels,
edges of springs, and shafts, are the most worn
parts, and may need body colour as well as "picking
out." Allow a. day or two for colours to dry before
varnishing. Do not attempt to varnish in a dusty or
damp place: it must be a clean, dry place, even if
warm; it will be better for the lustre of the varnish.
The wheels are swung on a projecting spindle, so
that you can get at the back and front faces of the
wheel-beginning at the nave, and working down
the spokes to the riu1, which is done last, at the tyre
edge, which, being dirty mostly, however clean it
may appear. ensures the brush being kept clean till
the last ~tl:oke. If you decide to give anv part two
coats of varnish, flat-oft' first to an egg.shell dulness.
A clevet· painter! will catch the drying of the first
·coat on the "tack," and with a delicate handling of
brush give a second coat in a few hours after the
first, instead of waiting two or tbrec days and then
fiatting·off the first coat. When varnished, avoid
walking about near it, as it raises dust, which mal;:es
the varnish specky. Avoid the job being near a
manure heap, which will make the lustre of the
varnish iridescent or rainbow-hued, ending in
dulness. After the whole has stood for a few days
and it feels fairly hard, wash off every part with
clean cold water, with sponge and leather; you
cannot wipe otf too dry, the oxygen in the water is
absorbed by the varnish, and makes it almost as
hard as glass. This is the secret of the lustrous
enamels now oeing sold: they contain a supply of
oxy~en. Now a question: Are you sm·e your
carnage needs varnishing1 Yo•t may say it looks
so dull; that is no proof of want of varnish. The
following fact, which I can vouch for, will explain::Mr. Murchison, the celebrated geological explorer,
sent his travelliri~ carriage to his coachmaker to be
va1·nisbed, but sa1d it must be ready in t hree days
to go abroad ; he came punctually with post horses
for his barouche, and was astonished to find his
carriage more lustrous than he had ever seen it
before, even when new, and asked the coachmaker what sort of varnish he had put on. "None
at all," was the answer; "I J1ave taken off some."
"Explain!" said the great explorer. ·'Your carria"'e
was overloaded With varnish, and it has been
flatted-o"! with pumice and water, and polished
with rotten·stone and oil, and the lustre worked up
with the hand and old worn .;ilk handkerchiefs. It
will stand the hottest sun or keenest frost better
than new varnish." '£his will impart to you how
you may improve the panels of your carriage, for
they receive little wear compared to wheelsi springs,
and carriase. should the panels appear dul and you
defer varmshing. To put a carriage to~ethcr that
has been unhung, first, put up the top caniage,
then the under carriage, well ~reasing the perchbolt and wheel-plate. •ro do th1s, the wheels, front
and back, may be put on the axles temporarily to
uphold the springs ; remove the trestles, and clean
and oil the u.xles one at n. time, bolt on dasher wings
and body-rail, theu touch up the nuts with colour
or j apan afterwarcls. .is to where t!? get ~atel'ials,
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t.hc lnrgest and best selected stock of carriage
m ntrriuls. rough and finished. is to be got of l\I('ssrs.
" ' hitting-bam and \\"ilkins, 136, Long Acre, ·w.c.
They will nd dse in the selection of prepared colours,
Y;Htli,sh~::; (a! ways copal), and bru::;bes and pencils.
- .J. l ·· h..

I

D u plicating on Photo Plate. -AMATEUR. If s lllnll groo\'ed strips of wood are n.ttached to
the npper and lower part of the fro.min~ of the
c:un ci·t~, immediately in front of the position the
sensitive plate will occupy, and a piece of blackened
zi!t ~ sutHciel).tly wide to cov,er half t.h e plate, and
shthng m this groove from Side to side as occasion
may require, all that is necessary will be provided
fO!' taking t1co pictures on one plate. 'l'he screen
being fitted, one exposure is made; close the shutter
of 1he slide. and alter the position ot the zinc screen,
and make the other exposure. This is a. very simple,
workable, and ett'ective contrivance.- E. D.
Wipin g Jolnts.-..A. NEW READER.- It is usual
to ·• tin" the parts to be joined, but the tinning is
done by wiping the molten metal round the joint.,
which, of course, is previously cleaned and greased
with tallo w or a mixture of resin and tallow. You
sn.y you melt down the "ordinary" solder in bars.
\Vhat do you call ordinary solded Perhaps you
luwe been using t.inman's solder. If so, this is too
tine-that is, it will "run" too freely, and could not
be wiped up into the right shape. Yotlr solder for
wiping joints should be a mixture of lead, two
parts : tin, one pn.r t-pounds, ounces. or anything
you please in the a.bo>e propOl't.ions.-R. .A.
Oval Boiler Lid.-J. S. (Poplm·). - To make this,
first ascertain the inside circumference of the boiler.
A r ough estimate can be formed by taking twice
the length and once the width of the article.
HaYing found this, divide it into three or more
parts. according to the length of the stuff you have
t9 cut the riJ:;l out of. Thus, if the }>oiler requires a
nm 39 or JO m. round, three lengths o!f a ·• single"
plate which is U in. long would do vel'Y well. Cut
them 1~ or H in. in depth. The pieces should be
not quite straight, but slightly cur>ed; tack them
together so as to preser>e the eYenness of the curve,
and fold over i on the inner side of the curve
(this is done on the hatchet stake); flatten it down,
and turn round ; shape to the boiler and tack it so
that it fits well, but no t too tightly. ~ext throw off
an edge- this also on the hatchet, unless you possess
a "j enny.'' This will put the rim out of shape so
it must. be put right a.gain. before. proceetling "~ith
the next process, which 1s cuttmg out the top.
P lace the shaped rim on a plate of tin of suftlcient
~ize and mark round the outside of the edge of the
!'i m : cut i of an inch larger all 1·ound- this will allow
fOl' hollowing; for this a wooden block will be
required, and one or two block hammers, and t.his is
the process t.hat will give most trouble. Make a.
ring of blows about 3 in. from the edge all round
and then work towards the outsid~. smoothing out
the puck~rs as rou ~o alo!lg. Use lig:ht blows, t.hen
go o\·er 1t agam w1th slightly heaVIer blows and
you. \yill find it wo~king up. 'When hollowed up
suftic1ently, smooth 1t off. Place it on a fiat plac.e
and see if it touc~es ~ll round ; if not, press it into
such sh ape that 1t wlll do so. Throw otf a wide
!lange on a crease iron or bick iron, if no jenny
is M'ailable; then turn up an edge, and slip rim in
and pane down the edge. The making and tixin,;
of coyer handle I think you will not need to have
explamed.-R. .A.
Mosaic Flooring.-MOSAIC.- Form the foundation of hard dry material well rammed, and bring
it up wit.hin 6 in. of the finished surface. Cover
this with 3 in. thick of broken stones, well rammed
down, and lay upon the stones 2 in. of cement concrete, formed of six parts of crushed bricks and one
part of cement. This must be finished level and
allowed to set baret Then Jay out the centre portion
of the floor between the borders by means of laths
3 in. by 1 in., planed straight, and laid to the exact
size of the centre port.ion. The tesserfe can be had
cem ented to~ether in slabs about 8 in. square· but
when made m this way they are above 1 in. thlck,
and the s urface of the cement concrete must be; in.
below the slabs to allow for cement jointing. They
can also be had fixed .on st_rong paper, the face being
n ext the paper, and m this case at·e not so thick as
'":h~n formed into slabs; but they are much more
dJtl:icult to lay, on account of not being able to see
~h.e f~ce of the work. Great co,re is also needed in
JOmtmg one to the other, and there is a, danger of
the outside pieces coming oft' t.he paper when they
have to be fixed by hand. In whichever way you
get tl~em,, they are laid in the so,me manner as encaustiC t1les on a. bed of cement, and beat down
level with the laths by means of a hammer and a
piece of tlat board. If you refer to page 428, No. 79.
Vol. II. of ·wonK, you will tind a description and
sketche.s of the method of t~le layi~g. which may be
of sen:1ce to you. You w!ll recel\'e from ~he firm
supplymg the tcsserre 'l. plan showing the various
pa rts of. the floor in colours, which, if they are
~ormcd mto slabs, you will easily understand, and
If they are fixed on paper, will be marked or
numbered for your gmdance. You must be very
careful in ha~dling them, if on paper, to see that
n~ne ot the .Pteces drop out ; should any do so, you
will have to msert them after you have beaten them
dow!l. The paper will come off while you are
bca~ng tqem d?wn. ~ou \vill al~o. most likely,
recc1vc :J?rmted mstructions for laymg them when
the plan Is s~nt. As you have not laid any before, I
sho.uld a<lv1se you to get someone to assist you in
laymg them _who has had experience, as they are
much more difficult to lay than ordinary tiles.-:\I.

SHOP.
Polishing Paste.-PASTE .--(1) Sweet or olive oil
will be best for moistening the paste. (2) Emery is
the active ingredient in most preparations for
polishinS" metals, though putty.powder (calcined
oxide of tin) is also a. valuable material for that
purpose. But PASTE asks how a. cheap paste for
polishing knives may be made. The following has
been recommended as inexpensive, and at the same
time efficacious, and not liable to wear away or
blunt the knives :-Briekdust a.nd scraped yellow
soap are to be pounded and mixed together. '£he
paste is moistened with 'vater, and applied on
flannel. The blades require to be washed with
warm water after using the paste.-S. W.
Choice of Trade. - TERRA COTTA. -Without
knowing what your capabilities are, it is di.fficult to
ad~is.e youi' but assumin:g that you have to work for
sho~d adVISe you to remain at your
a hvmg,
present occupation, and learn all the ditl'erent
branches of the trade. You should also make
YO)lrself acquainted with the various clays and
bncl~-earths, methods of mixing, moulding, and
burmng, as these vary in different districts. As to
Wl).ges, if you get to be expert in all branches you
might get £2 per week or more, or you might get to
b~ a foreman or manager in a large works, at a
higher rate. If you have any talent for modelling
and follow it up, you can obtain better pay. Terra:
cotta and encaustic tile work are also higher
branches, if you can get into them. To become a
dra.ughtsman, you should go as a.n apprentice or
a.rticlec;l pupil into .a drawin&: office. After serving
your trme, you might get 25s. or 30s. per week to
begin with, gradually advancing according to your
abilities; but you will reCJ_uire influence or have to
pay a. premium to get mto an office, and would
probably receive no salary till out of your time.
You can learn drawing while at your present employment by joining a science class, which would
not cost more than 5s. per term. You should learn
freehand, model, perspective, machine and building
con~truction, plane and solid geometry, and mathe·
ma.tics. If you get to be expert at these, you might
then get a situation as a. draughtsman.- M.
Silvering Buttons.- E. w. (Leith).- There ie..no
method I know of to "silver" brass buttons to
stand exposure for an unlimited length of time to
all weather~ except the Sheffiefd metliod of plating,
Or th~ Way lD ' VbiCh harn~SS lS plated-that iS, DY
covermg them over entirely with sheet-silver.
Even tliese would be bound to wear through with
continu~l cl~ning; and besides, silver could hardly
be apphed m the form of sheets to any finished
buttons except plain ones. Are you not asking for
an impossibility 1 Look at the silver in your pocket,
and you will see how sixpences and other coins get
worn down. Now, should not this bit of common
experience have caused you to ~~estion the possibil.ity of depositing silver in a.nyt 'ng like the same
thickness you here see worn off1 Cannot you proc'Ol'e the buttons in German silver in.s tead of brass 'I
then you would always be able to restore;the colour
by brushing where the plating had worn oft'.H. S. G.
Light! Dog-Cart.-N. I."(Falsgrave). -The measm·ements of a. dog-cart suitable for a pony thirteen
hands are as follows :-The framework of the body
to be of oak a.nd panelled with baywood or birch.
The length of body on top rail is 36 in. , the length
of the body at the bottom from the back to the front
in a straight line is 57 in., the depth of the side is
20 in. The width of tlie body at the top is 36 in
at the bottom 3i in. '£he front dash and the splash
\Vings can be of birch or white-wood or enamelled
leather; the splash wings if .of wood will be 36 in.
long, 6 in. wide, and ~ in. thick. The shafts are of
lance· wood, and fit at the outside of the body. The
length of the shaft from the tip to the draw-bar is
63! in.; the rest of the shaft extends to the end of
the body. The seats a.re 36 in. long by 13 in. wide,
the front seat having a back-rest upholstered both
sides. The springs are 4.6 in. from centre to centre
of eyest with .five laps or plates in each spring1 lt
in. wiae, and t in. thick each lap. Either the
Collinge or mail axles can be used. The wheels
will be :l ft hi~h when finished. The nave 8 in.
long by 6 in. Wide. Spokes, width H in. by 11 in.
thickness. F elloes1 thickness lf in. The width of
the tire 1~ in. by m. thick. The lamps, as is now
fashion a ble1 should be placed at each side of the body
near the wneel. 'l.'he body should be painted black
without any .finishing or striping, with just simply a
monogram in gold or colour in the centre panelat the
back and the two sides, or a crest if entitled to one:
the wheels, s prings, and shafts to be painted vermilion picked out with a quarter-li.n e of black. I
do not understand your first query. Is it a lorry for
a. pony you mean 7 If you could send a. rough sketch
of what you want it would greatly oblige.- W. P.
Clock Parts Etc.-H. R. P . (Lanweth).- Pack
your clock, and take it to Grimshaw & Co., 35,
Goswell Road, Clerkenwell, and tell them to make
your face and fit hands; give them instructions as
to shape~ size, style, etc. They would also get a
case maae for Jou as you want t :or for case you
might try J. . Stocka.ll, 6 ana 8, Olerkenwell
Road : he may be able to get a case made for you.
-A. B. C.
Sizes of Basslnette.-H . W. (Mancluster).y our query for sizes of wooden bassinette1 coach
style. to seat two children, is one to w hicn I am
unable to reply. I am f.requently drawing bassinettes (on paper) for manUfacturers, but as I do
not draw them to scale, I never trouble to measure
them. There is no reason why you should not
discard stock dimensions, and use your own
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judgment as to those most suitable for your
,.
purpose.-J. S.
~o~sbt~g.-J. W. (Birkenhead).-U ndoubtedly,
polishing lS better for such a piece of work as your
small cabinet than varnishing. This has been
repeatedly stated in "Shop." If you have already
stuck down the fre~ o.n the panels, you will only
make .a mess of the JOb if YO)l try to stain, varnish,
or.pollsh the sun~ ground, either with glaze or anythmg else. It will be necessary to leave this part
of the work in the white. If you wish to do so you
may oil it, but it is questionable whether you' will
improve the appearance by doing so. The plain
portions can be polished after staining black or any
~ther colour. Stain tl.rst, then size, !tnd.finally polish
m the ~ual way, usm_g black polish if the job has
been stamed black. Dull down, if required, with
em~rypowder. Black po~h can be made by adding
a little gas black to ordinary polish. If you want
your little cabinet well finished, it may interest you
to know that Mr. F. Warrington, 47, 49, and 51
Hea~h .Street. ~:y:rtle Street, Liverpool, makes
spe~1allty of ~lshing w<?rk for amateurs. He is a
PO!isher Of W,Ide exrer1ence, and his charge for
domg the ca.bmet \vil only be trifting.-D. D.
Up~olstery.-T. q.., (Neston).-The job you propose 1S a. very ambitious one for a. novice. You
would require to know vastly more than the mere
construct1on of t he roll and its stitches before you
could have the slightest chance of success. You
con!d hardly have selected a more di.fiicult job in
o~a.ry upholstery. The small chairs you might
posSlbly man~e to do-after a. fashion-but not the
couch and eas1es.-D. D.
Chess Board and Seraps.- R. W. M. (Kildare).
-To make a chess board, get a sound dry piece of
ma.hoganl;. Cl~n1p the ends so as to form a squaL·e
of the desrred SlZe, and you may consider the base
ready. Get some veneers of the colours you intend
to form the squares of. Cut them into the requisite
number of s~uare pieces. Glue them down in proper
order ~n ~ pieC~ of pape~. Outside them lay a piece
of strmgmg, either plain or mosaic, and beyond
them borders of a suitable width of mahogany
~ay on one side till dry, then go over the unpa.pereci.
s1de of the veneers and the top of the base with a
toothed pla.~e. Glue and lay down the veneer.
When the glue has set, clean oft' the paper, smooth
down, work mouldings (if a.ny) on the edges of the
board, and finally finish oft' by French polishing.
For the COIJ?plete :process o~ laying veneers, read
the exhaus t1ve ser1es of articles on the subject in
Vol. L of WoRK. I am afraid that you will have
some difficulty in removing your scraps from the
;;cr~en, as they have been varnished, without inJurmg them. .A good deal, however, will depend on
~he IJ?aterial to ~~ich they have been stuck. If it
IS cahco or any Similar substance which will allow
moisture to act on the backs of the pictures, the
removal will be easier than if it is .fin.1shed with a
waterproofed facing. With a porous backing, all
you hav~ to do is to apply warm water: till the glue
1s sufficiently soft to allow of the p1ctures being
!emoved. In the other case, give .1t up as a bad
JOb.-D. .A.
Polisbfng.-G. W. (Plumstead).-T o finish a wide
surface with glaze, free from dull streaks and from
ridges, the glaze should be used as a polish ; see
that the surface is free from oil, the rubber soft and
free from lint. Apply the glaze as evenly as possible,
going over the surface several times, until the rub·
ber is nearly dry ; then with the smallest quantity
of oil and a. little spirits go o~er the glaze, very
lightly at first, varymg the direction of the rubber
to avoid rid~~;· A duU, even surface may be obta.ined by ad · gone-third to one-half of sa.ndarach
to the solution of benzoin. a.nd using the rubber
damp only-not saturated.-F. P.
MilJfng Machtue. - DESPAIR.- The milling
machine bears about the same rela.tionship to the
tile that the circular saw mill bears to the band
saw. There are, of course, some kinds of work to
which files must be aJ)plied and roWing cutters
cannot be used instead. Milling cutters may be
worked at such a high 1-a.te ofspeed,and the feed of the
work into cut can be so rapid, that any work a millillg
machine can tackle may be done on this machine
quicker than on any other. As to the quality of the
work, its evenness, straightness, and smoothness
are the nearest approach to perfection of that of any
machine tool, and if keen·edged cutters are employed, there is no way of improving t.his, short of
~inding and polishing. Milling by circular cutters
1s not treated upon exclusively in any book, but a
dozen pages are given on this subjectin" The Metal
TUI'Der's Handy Book," price 2s., published by
Lockwood & Son, and the information there
given would enable yon to form an idea of the
capacity of this method of sha~ing metals. For the
purposes you name, a valve mllling machine 'vould
be the kind best suited.· having two or four spindles
and using end or butt cutters. There is no better
machine than this to do such work : it is specially
designed for milling the square and hex~on parts
of brass cocks and similar fittings. The spmdles are
adjusted independently by hand wheels, so that the
cutters can be brought together or separated to any
distance within the .limits of the machine. After
adjusting the cutterS a.nd milling two opposite sides.
the work is rotated through an angle of 90' for a
square, 60° for a. hex~~.gon, or 45° for an octagon, and
again traversed between the sp,i ndles, by which
process two other opposite fiats are milled true and
to precisely the same gauge. This second proce~s
would complete a square, but a third traverse 18
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man ready and willing to turn your ~and to anyo
n
you,
it-but
allow
not
will
streets
narrow
the
necessary for a hexagon, and a fourth !or an doubt are frequently in Birmingha m.• and l1e_re YO.u thing, and that you have save4 a .little .money.
to judge from the locality m ·wh.1ch you
octagon.-D . H.
can often see writers engag~d. sky h1gl!, «;>n ~Igan~c Further,
live at present, you arc accustomed to agricultura l
Gllding on Glass.-YOUJ!G S~GN~RITER.-~~e letters. In London,.. "sk.y s1gns '' are ltlJurmg tblS work, and can do a li~tlc in c}tair·rJ!aking. 'J'ho
·
process is too long to d:escnbe m this col~n , It class of work.-R. L. B.
best thin~ you can do IS to write to John Pulker,
prac1t
upon
treat
to
articles
requires one or two
Volume of WoaK.-0 LD NORWICH.-15 J?er Esq.. Emigrants ' Informatio n Otfice, 31, Broadway,
tically and give full working details. Pe;-haps the cent. duty will be ch argeable upon volumes which London, S."\V. State your age, say you wish to cmi·
Editor' will soon see his way clear to gtve these you may send to Canada.
grate to South Afl"ica, ami ask him to send you such
chapters. I am not at all surpr!sed th.at you should
Cost of Dynamo. - ELECTRIC .- You have papers as may tell you what to do in m·dcr to obtain
know nothing whatever on this subJect, as. there neglected to give the vol~e of the dynamo, hence assistance
in getting there. He ·will send you the
are many g:ood writers who neve:!:" a:ttempt It, and I cannot give you a defimte reply. A dynamo to necessary forms
application . etc. You might cerlook upon It as the work of a speciahst, suoh as the give 10 amperes of current may hs.v~ a voltag~ of tainly be able to of
work yom· passage out, but I am
'
glass embosser. It is not very difficult, how~;er, 10 20 50 100 500 or more volts and Its cost nses not acquainted with
t·egarcl
with
so
shippers,
any
and had 1 the space, I could give such clear duec- with' the volt~e from £10 to £100, or m or.... 'l'he to this I can give you no particular infot·matio n us
tions that any sign.writer could execute t~e work horse-powe r w1ll also rise with the voltage from to the best means of getting a ship. As, however,
""ith ease and credit. You ask about th~ siZe us~d ;. h.p. for a dynamo to give a. current of 1q amp~_res you are not a sailor, you would be unaccustom ed to
for fixil!g the leaf to the glass.: you are mt~taken 1p at 10 volts pressure, up to 7 h. p. for a machine gJvmg the work on board ship, and. I dares:~y, would finrl
surmising that this is the ordinary gold SIZe, .for .It 10 amperes at 500 volts pressure.-G . E. B.
difficulty in getting on any ship's bookll. Yon would
is not. and no decent work c_ould be done With 1t.
Shocking Ma chine.- F. V . (London). - Have find i t better in every way to go out as an emigt·ant
The size is made by the Vi'l'Iter as follows :-J:?urchase some fine isinglass, or Nelson's No. 1 gelatme, two sliding bars for handles. The left-hand handle assisted by Governmen t.
How to Ma k e a T el e phon e. -H. P. (Oxfort,l). and take as much of this as can be placed <?n a should be fitted with a lever mo~ing a switch ~o
1s
An article on the above subject appeared iu ~o. 28
shilling without piling it too high ; place this m a throw the battery in or out oC action.. A ~otch
notch
thlS
m
and
bar.
of WoRK.
tea cup half full of boiling water, and stir well made in the upper fart of the
ft•om
bar
the
prevent
to
lever
a
o
end
short
the
fits
Machine R ollers. - BREMXER. - I fear the
till thoroughly dissolved. Befor~ the size h~ had
int~ a small
advice you nsk for in your letter will uot h i !
time to cool, fill up the cup w1th pure spir~ts <?f being pulled out until a penny, falling.
f1·ee
up
1t
tilts
lever,
the
of
end
longer
the
at
of much service. as I can scarcely undcr:;to.u•i
wiDe and incorporate well together. The slZe 1s scoop
then strained through a piece of fine linen. or. better from the notch. The otber sliding bar ~s to be con- wh3.t your difficulty is. '!'he "hopping" of l'Ollcr<
st.ill, silk handkerchi ef, and is then ready for use. nected to the sliding regulator of tbe coil, and must over the type suggests to me that the runnera n:
The gold leaf used is the ordinat:Y kind. The let· also have a transverse piece C?f brass fitted: to it to your machine are too low, or perhaps worn rough :
tering is first set out on paper, bemg of course re- sweep the p enny into the till as the bar lS d~a~n then the" lifts" would not support the rollers at all.
to the slidmg a nd their full weight would press on the "forme."
versed: this is pasted on the C!U~ide of the ~lass. out. Attach a cord or piece of catgut
pulley 01;1 the 'l'x·y nailing on stt:'ips of thick wrapper ot· cardbo:mt
a
over
The glass is thoroughly cleaned ms1de and polished regulator and pass this cord
with talc. The letters are then formed with the size, spindle of the dial hand. Cords attached to wmghts with tilmed tacks, the length of the runners from
using a. good camel-hair pencil, and the gold leaf is should draw the handles back when they are re- the slab to the "pitch.'' If one thickness is not
li.fted from the cushion with a "tip" and dabbed leased. By pulling out the left-hand handle the autficient, add others till the rollers "flick'' ovc1·
with cotton "'iVOol. When dry1 the gold assumes a b attery is thrown int o action. By drawing _out the the "forme" merely. After ·washing yout· rollc1·:;
burnished appearanc e; and If now it is rubbed r ight-hand handle the strength of the shock 1s regu- after the job is otf with petroleum, ~r turpentine~ OJ'
with a piece of cotton wool, the brilliancy will be lated. and this is shown on the dial. When the terebine, do you sponge them ove1· JUSt before usu.g
increased. The gilding is now repeated, the same handles are released, they are drawn into the box. them again with a sponlfe and clean cold water !
process being followed ; and. whE'.n dry, the loose and the locking lever falls into its place again and This restores the ''bite. The sponge should be
merely well damped, not wet. If you find the
gold round the edges is removed with cotton wool. locks the switch.- G. E. B.
-H. L. B.
Staintng .-CLYDES fDE.-You will find in No. 95, "suction " is not renewed by tbis means, yo1:1'
n.
Air Gun W a lking Stick.-G. E. B. and W. Vol. II., a paper on'.' Imitation of Woods by Plain rollers want re-oovel'ing w tth new compositiotoo
LONGDEN'.-There is a lock to the gun in the fore Staining," etc. A direct reference is made to map~e which should not be used too "green "-i.e., ll.I"C
half of the barrel, between the trigger and the staining, and I can only add that yellow pine, lf new. Be careful to seo that your rollet· "lifts"
or tl1ey
middle screw joint. The air-ch amber is in the simply varnished with cops.l, two or th.r ee coats, or exactly of the diameter of the rolle.r-n10uld,stron;:-iy
I
rear half of the walking stick, of thin iron ; t wice sized and on ce 'l'arniehed, if expense is an will be sure to jun1p on the "forme."
a 'I
the barrel, half screwed in front of it, though only object, will be as near the tone of maple as you will recommend the "Durable" roller comt)OSitiona1Hl
bored for a i in. bullet and charge, is necessarily of get it without painting and graining. Now go care- being more economical and lasting long_er.
stout iron to continue the outward semblance of a fully through the paper, and then ask yo~rself-Is it also having more bite or suction on the mk-~la.h
tnle.
walking stick. It is in this thickness of iron between fair to want more from us 1 If you des1re to orna- and formes. If you have a. "blank" page, or a.
the bore and the outside that a slotted recess is cut ment the cot, put some of the same ingenuity and or other light page, or part of a page in the forme.
in which the trigger-spr ing works-out of sight, as P-erseveran ce at work in reference to papers on nail on the runner nearest to it, exactly opposite it.
• Imitation Inlaying" that you have already dis· an extra strip, or even two, to lift the ~nds of th~
it is cased in by a thin coYering of iron flush with
rollers hi~her still over that part. .A httlc el>."Penthe rest of the stick: an outer skin, as it were, just played in making the cot itself.-DECORATOR.
direction will give you a. new sense
at this part only. This spring acts upon a_j>lunger
Pitch Pine.-SAW MILL.-Yo u question the cor- menting m thisyour
ink supply, and enable you to
just at the back of the charge chamber. When the rectness of sentence commencin g " Real pitch of power over
trigger is pressed, this plunger-a bout! in. diameter pine " to "from the Baltic," in page 69i, Vol. II. I avoid a light page being over-inked, and a hea\·y
or less-strike s a piston in the centre of barrel air· have to answer th at (1) the at•ticles being treated page thereby being_ robbed of its full inking; Write
chamber just :past the joint of the two banels. from a grainer's point of v iew, "Real pitch pine" again if I have rmsunclerst ood your quenes, aml
This lets out a Jet of air, which passes the plunger was a term used to express, in a general sense, those send to the Durable Printers' Roller Co., Limited, 5i,
and drives out the charge from fore barrel 'l'he figured varieties of pine wood belonging to the Shoe Lane, for price list and informatio n.-J. W. H.
valves are packed with soft leather, and the piston natural order Conife:rce, commonly known to the
B ookshelf L ea.ther.-C . A. F. (Holland Park).
driven
till
coil-spring
a
by
place
is 1kept up to its
grainer as "pitch pine." 'l'he illustration accom· - Tius is obtainable of Messrs. E. J. Willson & Sou,
back by the plune-er striking it in the centre. The pa.nying the paper was used for explaining technical 21, St. Bride Street, London, E .C.
lock in its recess 1s somewhat like the ordinary lock processes, and shows a simple grain of the wood
Cast Brass Cooltlng Utensils .-If anyone can
and spring of a. gun, but small. The air does not alluded to. (2) I am aware that much pine wood supply ¥OU with the m·ticles mentioned in your
get to the lock, as it is outside the chamber or comes from the States, as instance the celebrated query~ 1t would be Messrs. Benhau1 & Froude,
charge bore. 'l'he outlet for the charges of air that pitch pine of Savannah; but it does not come from Chanaos Street, London, W .C.-R. A .
escape is the same, 'lut pressure is lese forcible the States onZ11, as your note implies, for in 1876, I
Spark from Induction Coll.-R. F.:. L . (Chingtowards t he last charge ~f .tlve or six charges or air find, nearly 300,000 tons of white pine and 40,000 tons
nl a coil having a core 9 in. in length by
impulsions .-J. C. K.
of red pine were exported from the Dominion of /O?'d).-Fro
t in. in diameter•. wound with 4 lbs. <?f No. 35 s!lk·
only
not
is
Pinus
genua
the
this,
Beyond
(3)
Canada.
be).
(Winchcom
.
H
J.
.
Felloes
India rubber
covered copperwll' e as a secondary cot!, and ba.Y1ng
Mr. A vee, Barbican, E. C., rubber felloe manu- indigenous to the countries of the Baltic, but even a condenser of 150 sheets, you should get a t least a
to Northern Britain; and, finally, I beg to state that 2 in. spark, if the coil has been properly constructed.
facturer, is th e inventor, to whom apply.-J . C. K.
the writer has a very intimate connection with a I see however, tha.t you have started with an initial
enamel
).-For
(Woolwich
L.
Enamel Cloth.-E.
seaport, very remote from Liverpool, to which pitch
16 double cotton-cove red
cloth used_fo~ infantry m en's valises, try Whitting- nine is imported from the Baltic, and where it is fault' in employing No.
w ire as the primary. 'l'he insulation should be silkham & W1lkms, 135, Long Acre, W.C.-J. C. K.
largely used as stated in the article.-DECORATOR.
covered soaked in m elted p_aratlin. Shellac varnish
full
r
shire).-Fo
(Inverness.S.
W
Prize Bookcase .-W. H. B. (Birmingh am).-If
Queries.Paint
·is not the best insulator. You fail to get more tho.n
you will kindly let me know w hat you cannot p articulars of plain painting and the nature and a ~ i n. spark because the coil is badly insulat.ed,
understan d, I shall be pleased to put you righ.t.- u ses of all painters' pigments a nd fluids, see series and therefore you inct·ease the trouble by employmg
E. D.
of papers thereon in WORK, Vol. I. Get it at once more cells since the l1igher tension current then
Sign Wrltlng- Spaclng Letters.-IMPROVER. before the price goes up to a. guinea., w hich is its true pierces the defective insulation, and the extra. Cllr-The whole of the informatio n you require is to be value to most people! For external-t. e., preserva- rent is absorbed in the coil instead of traversin~ the
found in the articles on "Sign Writing and Let- tive-paint ing little or no turpentine is necessary. secondar y, and appearing at the points in the form
tering," which a-ppeared in Vol. I . of WoRK, part The.vrovince of the latter oil ia to thin the linseed or of sparks. If you go on inc_reo.sing the <?ells, you
in one chapter and partly in others. Get Part 4 or ·get dead" surfaces of work. Quantity of driers will entirely ruin the insulatiOn of the ,~·1res, n,nd
No. 17, and you wil find pretty clear instruction s depends ya~;tly on t.he pigment use~ some having a also the condenser, by internal sparkmg. 'Ihe
therein for giving a symmetnca l appearance to natural drying power , and others qu1te the OP\)OSite. eftlciency of the condeuset· is shown by decreased
words. I t must be remembere d that all letters F or most pigments a n d lead paints, one of driers to sparlc at the break. and increased spark at the
should not be the same distance apart; for instance, t en of pigment in winter, and one to sixteen in terminal points.- G. E . .B.
summ er, would suffice. This, again 1 is qualified by
the space between such letters asK, 0, P, Q, V, W
Induction Coll.-R. McC. (Glasgowl.- A 7 in.
andY, and the letters on either side of them should (1) the strength and q_uaUty of the driers, and (2) the core should not be 1 in. in diameter. Half of this is
be less than for ordinary letters ; and the same rule purity of the oil Boiled linseed oil is usually sub· quite enough for St!Ch a. small CC?il·. 'l'h~ paper tubo
applies to "serif'' letters; they must be kept closer stituted for the ordinary raw oil for external paint- should be only h mstead of ;l m. m tlnclmess, and
together lsee example, page 259, VoL L. in above ing, and particularl y for ironwork. Being boiled should tl.t close to the core. The primary should be
number of WoRK). I h ave also given directions for upon oxidu of lead, etc., it takes up their dryin~ No. 18 or 20 silk-covere d, not No. ~6 doubt'? cottonspaeing large letters on high walls in one of the nature, and is th erefrom often term ed "drying oil.
covered wire. You cannot get t h1s lar~e SIZe close
chapters, but am unable to trace the exact chapter The prooess makes it thicker and darker, and hence enough to the cot·e to properly ma.gnet1sn the iron.
it is only suitable for dark-colou red paints. l'he I f the coil is for sparks. you will find b etter results
jost now. Briefly, no fixed rule can be followed
as no two situations would be alike, and the letterS dryin~ power makes tt also more susceptible from No. 36 tban from No. 34 as a secondary. So;tk
must. of course, be formed as to size and spacing to to blistering on most kinds of woodwork, and all the wire in melted paraffin wax before winding
suit the circumstan ces of the case. An experience d many painters don't use it at all nowadays. R ed it on the coil. See that the hammer of the break is
w riter finds no trouble in doing this, but a novice lead, being oxide of l ead, is a natural drier, and not too heavy or tho spring too strong to allow free
w ill find it easier to first measure his space on the this, added to i.ts natural weight, causes it to settle working of the break.-G. E . B.
wall and then arrange his matter on a blank wall and harden when lying by. Remedy-M ix only a.s
Electric B ell.-A. G. F. (Hinh r-rrvcombei. -If
near the ground. When the size and spacing of his much as you want for use each day. and so keep it
letters are satisfactory , he can take full measure- well stirred. You will gather that the oxide of lead you get No. 18 of \YORK- and you can get the numm ents, jot them down ln his pocket book, and then, commun icates its powers of oxidisation to the oil it ber direct from the office for Hd.-you will find
of
by the aid of these and a measuring r od or straight- is mixed in, and thus not only dries it when in ordi- therein n. full illustrated description of the "parts
and
ring,"
to
edge, proceed to set out his work on the gable end nary use, but continues such action upon it when an electric bell which cause the bell
ot the house or any other high situation. All this is standing, and makes the paint" fat,"in professiona l "proper" instruction s showing the way to make
thorn. I n a series or o.rticles on" Burglar Alnrums,"
really not difficult. and _you should watch a good p a.rlance.-F . P.
running through the first volume of \VottK, the
sign writer at work. There is not much scope
Emigratio n and Employm ent.-ABSTAINrm.lri your town, I know, fot· very high-class work- It seems from your letter that you are a.n able-bodied malting and tlxing of electric bolls are described.

SHOP, ETC.
'l'hr !lrti:tcs np)~Ntrcd in Nos. 1!!, 18, 20, '!1, 31, and 33

of \\ 01u... - G. E. H.

Whiteni.ng Silver-Soldere d Joints. - C. C.
( nil'ntill(/hant).- 1 suppose yon have hard-soldered
t lle ~oints, unu in doing" this luwe brought the copper
('It t ne sih·er alloy to the snrft\CO. 'l'his causes the
f'moky brown stain of which you complain. You
l ~:LYO failed in boiling out the stain in dilute vit.riol,
l.•~!Cnnsc yon two using the pickle too strong, and do
110t wtu-m your work enough he fore putting it i n the
pidd~. Usc one part oil of vitriol to forty pn.rts of
water, and heat the work to a dull red after sol·
tkrin~. H tho joint is soft-soldered. or the silver is
JH)Ot', you must eleetro-~1late the article to whiten it
uftcr solclel'ing.-G. E. B.
Fan Mounting. -.A. H. ,V. (Lo11don, TV.). .:.\fdme. Icln, 'i. Pt·incc's Street, Hegent Street,
l .ondon, " ' · (cntt·ance in Castle Stree t), i ntend.s
taking up fnn mounting. She bns only lately comlllt'nccd bus iness on her own account. so the fnn
111ounting may not be st!\l'ted yet. A. H. '\·\ r . could
inquire t.bere. .Also of 1\Irs. Hailln.nd, A.mberly Art
~~ urlio. Crouch Hill, N.-C.
Small Tin Boxes.-PASTE.- You cn.n obtain
Slllldl t,in boxes such ns you inquire for, suitable for
paste. blacking. etc.• from either of t.hc following :.:\. 'l'ruelovc, 14. Cttr\·cr St rcet., S hettlcld ; or G.
Stradling, 2 l, Florida Street, l3ethnal G1·cen, I.on<'llln, E.C. They arc • ery chcnp. nnd the makers
wlll quote rou n. price accm·ding to the quantity that
you rcquire.- R. :\..
Claws or F eet for Fountai n. - J . R. P .
( Uttoxctcr ).-You will get these through any local
furnishing iron monger; if not, try and make some
~·ourself-first modelling them in clay : then take a
~ast in plaster of Paris, and from this make castings
o( ~nelted compo. pipe. .As they are for ornament
only, they can n.fterwn.rds be soft-soldered to the
legs of the stand, as shown in the design.-C. J.\11. "vV.
E lectro-Motive Force of Batterles.- R. E. L .
! C'hill(Jford).-'l'b e E.M.F. of zinc and carbon imm ersed in t.he ordinary bichromate of potash
solutio!l employed in charging bo.ttery cells is about
!l volts at the inst-ant of closing the circuit. .All
~ izes of plates have the same E.M.Io'. The internal
r csistn.uce of a single cell ha.viug plates 7 in. by 4 in.,
and placed ! in. apart, would be about ·03 ohm.
Therefore, the current at the terminals of a battery
or three such cells would be at the moment of closing
.
't 3 xX 2. == 6. = 66 '6 amp.,res.
J..
TllrOUgh 8.
t I.a Cll'CW
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r esistance of 1 ohm, the current would be 5·5 amp~res
only n.t the moment of closing the circuit. The
E.:II.F. falls, the internal resistance rises, and the
eurrent falls as soon as current begins to pass. As
t he E. M .F. ot the t hree elements under favourable
eonditions in a solution of 1 sulphuric acid to 12 of
wate1· is only '57 volt, we must employ plates of suf1\dent size. and put them near enough together to
pull down the internal resistance to ·5 ohm, if we
wish to get a. current of 1 arupe1·e from the battery.
-G. E. B.
Drain Work.-W. B. & Co. (Hammersmith ).\' on will probably find a suitable book in the following Jist:-" Handbook on House Sanitation." by
K F. Bailey Denton, price ts. : " Sanitnry Engineering," by J. Bailey Denton, price 25s. ; "Sanitary
Engineering,'' by Baldwin Latham, 2!s., published
by B. 1'. Batsford, 52, High Holborn; "The Sanitary
l)mino.ge of H ouses and Towns," G. E. Waring,
price lOs. 6d.; "Honse Sanitation,'' by G.\V. Stanger,
Jlrice 1e.; "House Drainage and Sanitary Plum bing,"
lJ\· W. Paul Gerhard. price 2s.; "How to Drain a
House," bl G. E . ' Yaring, price 6s., published by
~pon , 125, Stmnd. As you live in London, you could
st•c them. and decide which is most suitable for your
requirements before purchasing.-M .
E lectric Incandescent Lampa.-J. M . (Halifa.c).- Electric incandescent lamps of 10 candlepower, or ot any candle-power, hn.ve no chimney of
any kind, nor any wick, fiat, r~und, o~ other wise, as
in paraffin lamps. 'l'hey are s1mply httle globes of
~lass, ruade qmte air·tight, with a thread or wire of
rnrbon sealed in Cltch globe. When the electric
rnrrent goes t'!lrongh this wir~ it~ets,white hot~ like
iron at a weldmg heat, and t h1s g1ves out the light.
The wire does not burn away. Yon must have a
hat.t.ery or a muchine. as well ns a lamp. Read my
1\l'ticles on " :Model Electric Lights " in Vol. ll. of
''/ORK.-G.

,..

hold 7 or 8 oze., 4d. For alcohol, get ! pint methylat-ed spirits (3d.), and dilute it by putting 350 c.c.
(mf':asured out by taking 70 c.c. ft ve times) into the
1,000 c. c. flnsk, filling the fiask up to the mark with
Edited by Prof. AYRTON, F .R.S.,
distilled waterhand shaking well. If your chemist
AND
has uoc tht~se t ings, he will get them for you, and
~~;ou might ask him to show you how to use them.
!'here is no need to convert the quantities given R ICHARD WORMELL , D.Sc., M .A.
into English measures, as the apparatus are sold as THE DYEING OF TEXTILE FABRICS. By J. J.
above. 1,000 c. c. flasks often have "1 litre" ground
HUMMEL, F.C.S., Professor and Director of the Dyeon them; ! litre is 1,000 c.c. Get "Wanklyn's Water
ing Department of the Yorkshire College, Leedf:.
Analysis," published by Triibner & Co., Ludgate
Witlt Numtrous Diagrams. · Sn1ent!t. Tltousand. 5" ·
Hill, fox· 58. : i t is written so plainly that you will STEEL AND IRON. By WILLIAM HENRY GREEl\understand 1t.-F. B. C.
woon, F .C.S., M .I. M.E., &c. With. 97 Dz'ag-rm•n
Ship Model,-R. fJ . (Ra:ivtenstall). - You had
from OriEinal Working Drawz'np. Fifth Edititm. ss.
better get someone in the nei~hbourhood to furnish SPINNING WOOU.EN AND W ORSTED. By W. S ,
you with the design you 1·eqwre of a ship stationed,
BRIGHT McLARaN, 1\I.P. , Worsted Spinner. W,tlr.
as you sa.y, at Leith.
69 Dta¥rams. Second Edition. 4S· 6d.
Fire Smok1ng.-H.S .(ll1iZnsbridoe). -Ifyou refer CUTTING TOOLS. By Prof. H. R. SAHTH, Proback to the answer to F . \V. B., on page 46 No. 55,
fessor of Mechanical Engineering, Sir 1oseph Mason's
Vol. II., you will there see some of the difficulties
College, BirminJ!ham. With 14 Folding Platu amJ
in dealing with smoky chimneys pointed out. In
sx vVoodcuts. Tlurd EditiOil. 3s. 6d.
that instance there was some doubt as to why the
smoking occurred, butinyour case it is pretty plain. PRACTICAL MECHANICS. By J, P ERRY, M.E.•
Professor of Mechanical Engineering, City and Gui:ds
It'or exumple, in the first place, it leaves off s moking
of London Technical Collegt:, Fiosbury. Witlz mlmcrwhen you open the s11.sh, which clearly shows that
ous 1/lust,..atiolts. Third Editiotz. 3s. 6d.
the tire is not suftlciently supplied w ith fresh air:
the remedy for this you will find ex plained in the D ESIGN IN TEXTILE FABRICS. By T . R. ASI-IEN'.answer spoken of above. If this was the only
HURST, Head Master, Textile Department, Bradford
defect, the matter would be simple enough ; but
Technical College. With 10 Colow•ed Plates and 1o6
when rou say it also smokes when the fire in this
Diagrams. Third Edition. 4S. 6d.
particular l'OOm is not alight, and other fires (or fire) WATCH AND CLOCK MAKING. By D. GLASGOW,
are, the matter at once becomes complicated. This
Vice.Pr esident, British Horologicallnstitu te. Secona'
may arise from a variety of causes, a few of which
Edition. ,.s. 6d.
are :-l!'irstly. if the " withs" or partitions between
the flues h ave been improperly built, and holes or CASSEI..L & COMPANY, LunTED, Ludgate Hill, L ondo11.
cracks left in them, the smoke from the fiue in use
may penetrate the one complained of, a.nd f rom
CASSELL' S
that enter the room in which the fire is not burning.
This in par ticular might be noticed if the doors
commumcating between the two rooms are left
open s o that the fire could draw air down the
unused fiue, a.nd with it smoke. This very:of~~n
occurs, although there are passages and sta.ll'CaS6
between them, providing there is no fresh air inlet
along t he route. Secondly, if the two fireplaces
communicate in one flue. Thirdly, if the top of the
chimney pot of the smoky chimney is below the level
(or even level) of those next or n~ it, t he smoke
will sometimes be drawn or driven down, especially
if there is not a. good up-draught, and by your
showing there is certainly not. Now for the remedy.
If f rom my s~gestions you fancy t he first or second
is t he cause, 1t is a very difficult and expensive
matter, especially the latter, and a simple way to
obviate it 1s to see that the register of your stove
fits close, and close it when you do not require a
fire. If you have no register, fit a piece of zinc or
other material in the opening. The great objection
to this plan is that it robs you of the ' ' entilation you
get from your chimney, but that ca.n be· got over in
a. variety of ways. If you think the third suggestion
is the cause, put a lengthening piece to the chimney
pot, or, better still, a cowl I think, from what you
sa y, that by puttinE\' a. cowl on the top of your 1\ue,
and supplying it w1th fresh a.ir a.t the bottom, you
will get over the difficulty. I can give you no idea
as to the cost ; but if you show this to any good
WORK
tradesman, he will at once tell you about what it
would be. The cost of these little jobs va:ry eo (a publi$he4 at L4 Belle Sa.u\'Q{It, Ludg!IU lT'i/1, L<mdOtt. ..t
11 o'clock 6VeTII We4nudnv montino ,atad$hatdd be obtaitutlll$ eoervmuch with circumstanceS.- E. D.
tohere throllqhoutthe Un\Ud Ki,ud.ow on Fridall at the latcolt..
Harmonium R eeds.-A. P. (Renjrew).- HarTERMS OF SUBSORIPTION,
monium and organ reeds are similar in construe·
s montbe, free b;v poe'
..
.•
.. l a. 84.
tion; they consist of a plate of metal (zinc) with a
6 montlls,
"
..
.
•
..
Sa. Sd.
slot in the middle, over which a tongue of brass or
12 montba,
6&. 6d.
steel is riveted in such a. manner tba.t it ca.n vibrate
Poet.Bl Orders or Poet Olll co Orders I'!IYal>le a~ t!Je Gen~~
easilr with a. pressure of a.ir applied to it. In bar- Poat OIDce, LondQn, to 0A881l:LL &Dd CO:IIP..Unr, LJUilted.
momums the wind is forced through the r eeds, a.&d
OP A DVZRT18BIIUT8 J::f t U.OII
in America.n organs it is sucked through. The di.f- TBP8 J'OR 'l'BB l NBBI\TION
WJIBJtLY
1880B.
£ 8. d.
ference in pitch is obtained by varying length and
One Po.ge • •
•
• • •
• •
• 12 o 0
thickness. No one would make either organ or
Bait
Page
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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harmonium reeds themselves when they can be
QuBrter l'o.ge • • • • •
•
•
•
s 1% 6
boughta.t such very low prices a.s at present. It would
Eighth of a Page • •
• •
• •
• 1 17 6
be a needless waste of time and trouble, a.nd very
Onl'-Sixteilnt h of &Page· • • • •
1 o o
In Column, per iooh
•
• •
•
• o 10 o
questionable if the tesults would be equal to those
Small prepaid Ad\'ertlaements, aucb as SI!U!'tt.ooa Wnnte I
oought ready made. T he voicing and tuning or
snd
Kxchangt' Tw enty Words or less, One <:>bllhD8'. and Uu+
course are different, and might well be attempted Penny
per Word extrB If o\'Cr Twenty. ALL OTHKR A<lrt'rand accomplished by an amateur.- R . .A..
tlacmenta in Sale aod Exchange Colnmu are ell&rge<l Un.,.
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Accumulator. - E. G. (EI·clin(Jtonl.- I do not
know l~ 6 c.p. lamp. The J..:dison-~ wnn lamps are
made of 5 and 8 c.p., bnt nothing between. 'l'he
s.,·olt 5 c.p. lamps take about. 3 nmpercs of current,
nnd tho 16-volt 8 c.p. lamps take about 2·7 amperes
o( current to light t hem. 'l'hey would thus need an
nrcu nmlntor having n. cnpncity of from fifteen to
ci~htecn amp~re bonrs to light the lnmps up froru live
to six hours. You would find n. four-celled V type
F.. P.S. accumulator enough for the 5 c. p.l11.mp.and an
ri ..ht-ccllecl v type E.P.S. accumultUOI' smtal>le to
t ho 8 c.p. lamp. There are three pln.tes in each
<'I'll, and four or eight cells rP~pcctively in CA.Ch box.
'l'ho external dimensions or tho boxes n.ro given at
fii Lnd 7 in t he llll>lc on pnge 791, Vul. n. of "vVORIC,
lull. the number of plnt cs dill'e t'. Instrnctious are
n bo given there fot· making und chul'l;ing accumuJn t.n·s.-0. :K B.
l\1:oaeuring Glass.-J. J . F. (SIICfflcslm7'Y).- The
foll,)\ving nppnrntus nre requit·e<'l to rstimate the
luu·•lncss of water l>r }Jr. Clnrk's method :-!\lohr's
h ut·••tto wiU\ pinclwol'l;:, 2J c.c., in 2.i0 didsions.
:?><. tid.: stnnd for tlitto. I:;. !Jd.; 70 c. c. pipette. to
JllC:\SUl'C Ollt lh!' \\'UI Cl', 11<'1.; 1,0()0 C.C. tla>'k, with
mnrk on neck, 1s. tid.; and a stoppered bottle to

[Work- liay 9, lf!91.

Questions hn.vc hoen rect'ived from t be following r.on eepon·
d<?ots. Bnd nnswors only n.wnit lllmcein 8Hor, upon wbi cb there
is IJTCB~ presa•• re :-1•• 1'. B. (Keto G<trtle'/1.$) ; A. F. E. (London,
S.l.i .) ; n. w. A. (Gray's ln11 lV. (J. \; B. J. B. (Hacl.:ney, B.~!
OSR Ill Ttto u ur.~;: A Nf:W Rl>ADE!i; w. B. n. (LOlldO!I,E. •
F. W. S. (lltathjltldl; FAITIIIo'UL RSJ.Dll~j R. 0. (Ttpton ;
A3!ATEUR; A. B. tMuuchut<lr); A. J. B.(.uam/luter); 0. B.;

T. ~{. tSoulhampto!l): L. L. H. (F<umontM; :f!.· A. CSllUf"ftU~);
h lrORTAS't" W. n. (Manchester); P. F. (11tdtCI)J NAPj J. W.
(Dlackpooll: G. H . (Ba.cup:: M. w. C. <N~ht'lml: oJ . C; (OnMdle)_;
C. P. 1.\fuuchealerl : J. D. (London, E.O.), 8o:ll&.a8BT, SLIUtPr,
UT SP~:ij !(OS FRACTA; F. C. (L<ntdondUT!/); RIOHARD 111• ;
F. B. ti. (ll'olverhamptMII ; ){.B. (Vorsdl: P. L. B.: .J. B.. M.
tlJtatt Pare I· F. H. (Dirmitl{111am); P~P ; E.J. S. (Jlaidston~l;
DII.U!All;
R. B. (Siledfe/~.): BRASS WORK; J, J. A. (lra.ud~

1r.m·tl1)
W. R.

J:

8Ailll'll' · W, A. (MatdenherutJ; J. S.; POLYITI! .TO!lSltR,
h.. 1St. Jofm'3 li'Md); l'UZZI.RD! STAND STll.l•; WKKXI;y
Rl\AlliOI; fii DY.IJOARDS: lROICIIO~GRR; WJIKKLDARROW;
•

HAllU·UI' ' VKllGI>l' U. D. (Ec!illbUrgh);,F. W . W . (S/te.f/ltldH);

G. 1'. t.b"lgln, ,V,/J, ) : 'J.

n. 'f. (PI'rth) ;

(llOUOIIl • (,&A RlSKil ; W •

.B.

.B. N. (Nt>Tth Scntcm \ t,A. ·
0. (A~~OT);

ll1. (Walaa/1.) : W , W.

F . .K. 1oictllaml ; SunSORI~RR (South .Jfri«<) : GUoJ>gR; ~. :
( l "ork): BY Kim: M. 1\l, (LtWTI>OOll; P. P. & OO.(Matachtstor~,
F. 1'. : U. J. {JJractford); T. W CSirekburnl; T. P . S.; n. ~· <:).
(l.it•e• v oo/1 • J. (l. I. (ilb8f'tior~l: W. D. (Lontinn, lY.); F. 'E. H.
(l.«)lca~ter)\ J . .J. 0. (1~cirke11httm\; HOLToY·UR;\UKR; 0ASOK;
A. W. T. ~·ll'illt•l!lfll Jtnutimll: SII.K HAlSII,KO. ; W . H. (_PritWI
E titrn rd !~land): X. Y. Z. ; .1. H. 1<'.: T. A; G•.<St rctt/~d) , n. B.
( lJ<trlawu: lo'. s. s. tf.tirr.<tl'T} ; J. B. ( ll alltnafhl o)III,AS.BAl.O~·
!Ltsr«rcl) : H. D. L. CC'hr.•hirel; J. B. (L4tl~ re ; • • ....
ham ) ; S. w. n. (Dri.rtou, S. W.).
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Shilling per Line C&\'Craglng eight wordsl.
Prominent Positton•l or a ·~• of immfone,
by B)'I.W.icl aJTangement.
••• Advertisements should re&cb the omce fourteen
de.ysln ~<dvance of the d&to ot Issue.

SALE AND EXCHANG E.
Victor Cycle Co.. Grimsby, sell Mail Cart Wheels. (7 It'
Who's Lunt?-Why, the Best M an for J oiners' T!'<?l~,

of warranted quality. Send stamp for our Seventh EdttiOl~
Reduced Price L ist.-L UNT, Tool Merchant, 297, H:~ck
ney Road, London, E.
[9 K
Twe lve Full-Size Fretwork Deslgus, 7d. :md
xs. 1d., free. For ty smaller Designs, 7~·· free. Catai?J:Ue
of miniatures,6d.-'IA VLt>R's Fretworkenes, Blackpool.t•S R
Picture Moulds.-15 to 25 per, cent. S:lved. ~end
for wholesale list, one stamp.-DRNT s, I mporters, 1 amworth.
•
[6R:
Electric Bells from 3s. L eclanche Batterres, xs. 6d.
Cheape~t House for all Goods.-Et.KCTRIC AL Collu'ANY,
Crewke~e.
(1 S
B onney & Co., Electr.:J·Piaters, t9.• Avenue Ro:~d ,
Lewisham. All requisites for Amateurs. L1st for stamp. (2 s
Flute, 8-key Concert, ;/.1; or exchar.ge Carpenter's
Tools or what offers f-WIGG, 197, E lsley Road, Clapham
t
J uncuon,
S.W.
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